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Carolina Hurricanes hold on for 6-5 win against Columbus in hard-fought game  

By Chip Alexander  

The Carolina Hurricanes and Columbus Blue Jackets went at 
it for 60 minutes Sunday in a fast, entertaining game that 
was decided by one goal. 

And one that was a contested, controversial goal. 

The Canes won 6-5 at Nationwide Arena and did a lot of 
good things. Jordan Staal had a power-play goal and two 
assists. The Canes got their first goals of the season from 
the back end as defensemen Brett Pesce and Dougie 
Hamilton scored. Vincent Trocheck, Warren Foegele and 
Brock McGinn also had goals as the Canes (7-2-0) kept 
attacking. 

With the Canes shorthanded after a penalty and the Blue 
Jackets with an extra attacker on the ice in the final seconds 
of regulation, defenseman Jaccob Slavin went down to block 
a heavy shot by Patrik Laine, who had scored twice in the 
game and was looking for a third. 

“We dug in,” Canes coach Rod Brind’Amour said. “At the end 
I thought we did a nice job of selling out. We did what we had 
to do to get a win. Your best players, I thought, really 
stepped up.” 

But it was a decision by the NHL during the second 
intermission that created confusion, controversy. The Canes, 
the winners, could shrug it off. The Blue Jackets, the losers, 
could not. 

At 18:45 of the second period, Trocheck scored off a 
rebound of a Pesce shot for a 4-3 lead. Columbus coach 
John Tortorella challenged the goal, claiming Trocheck had 
been offside when the center first entered the zone. 

After a review, the ruling was a good goal. Losing the 
challenge, the Blue Jackets were charged with a delay-of-
game penalty and the Canes went on the power play. 

The Canes didn’t score, carrying 45 seconds of power-play 
time to the third period. But during the second intermission 
break, the NHL ruled there had been a “miscommunication” 
between the Video Replay Booth in Columbus, the linesmen 
and the NHL Situation Room. Not all of the replays of 
Trocheck entering the zone had been viewed.  

Trocheck had been offside, the NHL ruled. The Canes would 
not lose the goal, the league ruled, but would lose the final 
45 seconds of power-play time. It was a strange turn of 
events, everyone agreed. 

“It’s 2021, anything is possible these days,” Canes forward 
Ryan Dzingel said on the media call. “We’re not even 

shocked anymore, to be honest. There’s not much more you 
can say there. It is what it is. We found a way to win.  

“I guess it was offside, they said, whatever. You want to get 
those things right. It was good for us, but it didn’t look great. 
Obviously, it was a weird situation. We kind of laughed if off 
and went and played five on five.” 

Tortorella refused to comment after the game on the 
refereeing and the ruling. Blue Jackets captain Nick Foligno, 
on the Columbus media call, called it a “bad look for the 
NHL” and Laine added it was “the biggest joke I’ve ever 
seen.” 

As for the game, it was a shootout. The Blue Jackets (5-5-3) 
scored first on a Laine power-play goal, led 2-1 after the first 
period and reclaimed the lead in the second before Pesce 
unloaded a shot from the point and then Trocheck scored off 
a Pesce rebound. 

Max Domi’s goal early in the third tied it for Columbus, but 
Staal got a piece of a Hamilton shot on the power play. 
Hamilton then scored at 10:37 of the third for a 6-4 lead as 
Columbus defenseman David Savard tried to knock the puck 
out of the air and instead knocked it over the head of goalie 
Joonas Korpisalo. 

“It was bound to happen,” Pesce said of the Canes’ two 
goals from the defense. “Now that we’ve got a few maybe 
we’ll get on a roll and get more from the back end.” 

Things were tense in the end. The Blue Jackets pulled 
Korpisalo and Laine blasted in a shot with 56 seconds left in 
regulation. Hamilton was then called for slashing and 
Columbus had a 6-on-4 advantage but Slavin blocked the 
Laine shot. 

Goalie James Reimer, not always at his best Sunday, 
allowed five goals on 22 shots but picked up his fifth win of 
the season. 

“I liked how we kept coming back,” Brind’Amour said. “I felt 
like we didn’t stop playing. It was always, ‘Don’t worry about 
it, get the next one’ mentality. I thought our compete was 
high.” 

And they’ll go at it again Monday, closing out a back-to-back. 

Hurricanes at Yellow Jackets 

When: Monday, 7 p.m. 

Where: Nationwide Arena, Columbus. 

TV: FSCR
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Hurricanes hold on for wild 6-5 win in Columbus 

Six different players scored for Carolina in a back-and-forth 
game with the Blue Jackets 

By Cory Lavalette 

The Carolina Hurricanes had a Super Bowl Sunday shootout 
in Columbus, coming out on top with a 6-5 win over the Blue 
Jackets. Carolina got goals from six different players, led by 
captain Jordan Staal with a goal and two assists. 

Three Thoughts 

1. Don’t expect the rematch on Monday to look like Sunday’s 
game. Both teams pride themselves on defending well and 
counter-attacking, but the 11-goal game was unexpected 
and a bit surprising. 

“I think it was just one of those weird ones that turned out 
that way, but I definitely don’t think (coach Rod Brind’Amour) 
and the coaching staff wants us to open it up as much as it 
was,” said Hurricanes winger Ryan Dzingel, who finished 
with two assists against one of his former teams. 

2. The Hurricanes didn’t get their first goal from a 
defenseman Sunday — they got two. Brett Pesce tied the 
game at 16:35 of the second period for the first goal from the 
Carolina blue line this season. 

Then midway through the third period, Dougie Hamilton 
provided an insurance goal with a fluttering, pinball shot from 
the blue line that found a way into the net. 

“They just haven’t really gone in,” Pesce said. “It’s nice to 
have a few goals now, but it was bound to happen. Maybe 
now we’ll get on a roll and we’ll get some more offense from 
the back end.” 

3. The game won’t be going into the Officiating Hall of Fame. 

It started in the first period when Columbus’ Max Domi took 
exception to a shoulder from Carolina’s Nino Niederreiter. 
Domi — the son of former enforcer Tie Domi — grabbed 
Niederreiter as the Hurricanes winger tried to proceed to the 
bench. Domi dropped his gloves and started punching, but 
Niederreiter never dropped his gloves and didn’t really 
engage in the scrap. 

It didn’t matter — both players were given five minutes for 
fighting — Niederreiter’s first fighting major of his 10-season 
NHL career. 

“I didn’t understand why that was a fight when one guy’s 
fighting, the other guy’s trying to hang on.” coach Rod 
Brind’Amour said. “I got told that he should have dropped his 
gloves, so that’s it.” 

But that wasn’t even the real head-scratcher. 

Vincent Trocheck scored for Carolina at 18:45 of the second 
period to give the Hurricanes their first lead at 4-3. Columbus 
challenged the goal, saying Trocheck had been offside 
entering the zone. The call on the ice was confirmed, so the 
goal counted and the Blue Jackets were given a delay of 
game penalty. The Hurricanes went on the power play and 
the period ended with Carolina expecting 45 more seconds 
of power play time to start the third period. 

By the time intermission was over, the 45 seconds was gone 
and one of the strangest rulings in recent memory was 
made. 

Here’s the explanation from the NHL: 

“Columbus requested a coach’s challenge for off-side prior to 
a goal at 18:45 of the second period. During the review, a 
miscommunication occurred between the Video Replay 
Booth in Columbus, the Linesmen and the Situation Room 
and play resumed before all replays could be reviewed to 
confirm the off-side. The challenge by Columbus should 
have resulted in the Carolina goal being disallowed. 
Subsequently, Columbus was assessed a delay of game 
penalty. After confirmation in the intermission that the play 
was off-side, the remaining 0:45 of the delay of game penalty 
issued was rescinded to begin the third period.” 

Trocheck’s goal, however, was not taken off the board. 

“I’m going to let the league explain it. … I’m out,” Columbus 
coach John Tortorella said after the game. 

The Hurricanes weren’t as upset but equally perplexed. 

“It’s definitely a first for me,” Staal said. “It’s a fast game. It’s 
a game of mistakes and that stuff happens. … It was 
fortunate it was on our side, and we’ll take the bounce.” 

Dzingel had probably the best explanation. 

“It’s 2021, anything’s possible these days,” he said. “We’re 
not even shocked anymore. … Not much you can say there. 
I don’t get paid enough to make those decisions.” 

Number To Know 

9 — Points for Staal in the six games since he returned from 
the NHL’s COVID protocol. Staal has points in all but one of 
those games and has multiple points in three of them, 
including three in Sunday’s win. He is averaging 1.29 points 
per game through seven games — good for 17th in the 
league among players with at least five games played. 

They Said It 

“He’s got that weapon, it’s like Ovechkin and Stamkos. 
There’s a few players in the league that wherever they shoot 
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it from is a threat, and we have to do a better job on taking 
that away.” 

— Hurricanes coach Rod Brind’Amour on new Columbus 
winger Patrik Laine, who scored twice but had his blast in the 
final seconds blocked by Carolina defenseman Jaccob 
Slavin. 

Plus 

Jordan Martinook, Hurricanes forward — It’s been a quiet 
start to the season for the high-energy forward, but Sunday 
he was a big factor despite playing just 9:09. Martinook had 
a couple of scoring chances of his own and then made the 
play that led to Pesce’s goal. 

After getting in on the forecheck, Martinook lunged to poke 
the puck back to Pesce at the point. Pesce’s shot hit a 
Columbus stick and redirected past Joonas Korpisalo (20 
saves) to tie the game. 

Martinook seemed reinvigorated by moving back to the wing 
where he can get in on the forecheck without the added 
defensive responsibilities that come with playing center. 

Minus 

James Reimer, Hurricanes goalie — Reimer made some key 
saves late, but allowing five goals — including three at 5-on-
5 — on just 22 shots isn’t going to cut it. The Hurricanes will 
likely go to Alex Nedeljkovic in Monday’s rematch, but they 
will need Reimer to be a reliable No. 1 until Petr Mrazek is 
recovered from thumb surgery.

 

 

Gold: Canes going for a Columbus sweep 

By Adam Gold 

Monday, February 8. Carolina Hurricanes at Columbus Blue 
Jackets. 7:00 pm ET on 99.9 the Fan/Fox Sports 
Carolinas.  Line: Carolina -140 

It wasn’t necessarily super but, about four hours before Tom 
Brady captured his 7th Super Bowl leading Tampa Bay past 
Kansas City, the Carolina Hurricanes held off the Columbus 
Blue Jackets, 6-5. The win, coupled with the Panthers’ first 
regulation loss, pulled the Canes into a second place tie with 
Florida, just a point behind division leading Tampa Bay. 

It was hardly a routine afternoon in Columbus, however. The 
Blue Jackets, scored first and didn’t fall behind until Vincent 
Trocheck tapped in his 6th goal of the season at 18:45 of the 
second period. Jackets coach John Tortorella challenged the 
play for offside, thinking that Trocheck was in the offensive 
zone ahead of puck-carrying Dougie Hamilton, but the ruling 
was a good goal and the challenge became a delay of game 
penalty and a Hurricanes power play. 

The Hurricanes didn’t score in the 1:15 left in the 2nd and 
when the 3rd period began the Canes no longer had a man 
advantage. A bit later, the league announced that replay did 
show Trocheck to be offside, so the penalty -- or, the 45 
seconds that remained on it -- was rescinded, even though 
the goal was allowed to stand. 

For the life of me I don’t understand how this happens. If 
they were going to rescind the penalty they should have also 
wiped away the goal., but apparently that’s the way this was 
supposed to be adjudicated. So, Carolina was allowed to 
keep the go-ahead goal.  

The lead was short-lived, however, as Max Domi’s sharp-
angle, one-timer from below the right face off circle beat 
James Reimer for a 4-4 tie just 2:08 into the period. It was 
the third questionable goal Reimer allowed on the day -- 

though he did rally with several good saves the rest of the 
way. 

Three minutes later Jordan Staal had the second of a double 
deflection, power play goal for a 5-4 lead. Five minutes after 
that, Dougie Hamilton made it 6-4 when his floater from the 
blue line appeared to be deflected past Joonas Korpisalo 
when David Savard tried to glove the puck but instead tipped 
it over the goalie and into the upper part of the net. 

Like I said, it was a weird night. On this night, Nino 
Niederreiter received a 5-minute major penalty for fighting 
Domi, when it actually appeared that Nino was not fighting at 
all. What wasn’t weird was Carolina moving to 7-2-0 on the 
season, the best 9-game start in Hurricanes history. 

Leading the way 

Andrei Svechnikov leads the Hurricanes in points with 10 
and he’s tied with Vincent Trocheck for the team lead in 
goals. Each have six markers in the first nine games of the 
season. Sebastian Aho and Jordan Staal are next with nine 
points with each having scored two goals. Dougie Hamilton 
is tied with Aho and Staal for the team lead in assists with 7. 

Oliver Bjorkstrand leads the Jackets in points with 11 (4 
goals, 7 assists) in 13 games played, while sharing the top 
spot in goal-scoring with Alexandre Texier and Nick Foligno. 
Foligno was dangerous all night against Carolina. He had 
several scoring chances, thought he had his 200th career 
goal in the 1st only to have it credited to former Hurricanes 
center Riley Nash, but then put the Blue Jackets ahead with 
about 5 minutes left in the frame, finishing off a 2 on 1 
scoring chance. 

Patrik Laine, acquired two weeks ago from Winnipeg, scored 
two goals and now has 3 in 3 games with Columbus. 

Heat wave 
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Jordan Staal not only has 9 points on the season, he has 
those 9 points in the last 6 games. Brett Pesce is riding a 4-
game point streak (1 goal, 4 assists) Brock McGinn has 3 
goals in his last 4 and Andrei Svechnikov has 2 goals and 2 
assists in his last 3 games played. 

Lukewarm 

Teuvo Teravainen has not registered a scoring point since 
opening night. He posted a pair of assists in the win over the 
Red Wings but hasn’t hit the scoresheet since. Granted, 
there were three games missed to Covid protocol, but he’s 
now gone scoreless in five straight. 

James Reimer has allowed 10 goals in his last 2 games with 
a .821 SV%. But, he’s 5-1-0 on the year and did come up 
with a few very good saves in the 3rd period Sunday night. 

Game time is 7:08 at Nationwide Arena in Columbus. Air 
time on 99.9 the Fan starts with Storm Watch starring Alec 
Campbell at 6:30. Mike Maniscalco and Tripp Tracy have the 
call of the action. Following the game, Alec will have the 
Aftermath and don’t forget to subscribe to the Aluminum 
Company of North Carolina Canes Corner podcast which 
drops the morning after every Hurricanes game.

 

 

Recap: Canes Hold Off Blue Jackets 

Staal leads the way offensively with three points (1g, 2a) 

By Michael Smith 

COLUMBUS - The Carolina Hurricanes scored a 
touchdown's worth of goals in a 6-5 win over the Columbus 
Blue Jackets on Sunday afternoon. 

Jordan Staal led the way offensively with a goal and two 
assists. The captain was one of 11 Canes skaters to record 
at least a point in a back-and-forth battle. 

Summing It Up 

The Hurricanes and Blue Jackets play a similar style of 
hockey, and games are often low-scoring and grinding. But, 
in a weird, unique season, go figure that the first meeting 
between the two Metropolitan Division rivals turned Central 
Division foes was a weird, unique game. 

There was no shortage of drama. There was a "fight." There 
were comebacks. There was a goal review kerfuffle. There 
was a rescinded power play. There were goals off sticks and 
gloves. 

But, in the end, it's only the result that matters, and the 
Canes, through it all, competed and battled and walked away 
with two points. 

"It was kind of a roller-coaster game," Brett Pesce said. "We 
knew they were going to be battle hard. We had to be dialed 
in for 60 minutes, and I thought we did a great job of just 
sticking with our game plan and not taking the foot off the 
gas." 

"It was just one of those weird ones that turned out that way," 
Ryan Dzingel said. "It was good to get it done, be gritty, find 
a way to capitalize and finish." 

Key to Victory 

Even though the Canes fell behind three times, they were 
able to respond with a goal in each instance, one answer 
coming within 25 seconds of the Blue Jackets' tally. 

"I liked how we just kept coming back," head coach Rod 
Brind'Amour said. "I felt like we didn't stop playing. It was 
always, 'Don't worry about it, let's get the next one.' That next 
shift mentality. I thought our compete was high. We're still 
making some mistakes and a couple bad reads with guys 
behind us, but I thought we grinded it out and dug in. That's 
what you have to do." 

Patrik Laine opened the scoring just past the midway point of 
the first period with a bomb of a one-timer from the top of the 
left circle on the power play. It took the Canes just 25 
seconds to answer with a tic-tac-goal passing play. Andrei 
Svechnikov used a sweep check to force a turnover from 
Vladislav Gavrikov. Svechnikov dished to Sebastian Aho, 
who slid to over to Brock McGinn for the tap-in. 

Riley Nash got a stick on Nick Foligno's shot with less than 
five minutes to play in the first to give Columbus a 2-1 lead 
heading into the first intermission, but the Canes answered 
back in the first 10 minutes of the second. Jordan Staal 
centered the puck to Warren Foegele, who smacked in his 
own rebound off Michael Del Zotto. 

"He gives you what he can every night," Brind'Amour said of 
Staal. "You know what you're getting. There's no real drop-
off with this guy. That's what makes him a captain." 

About seven minutes later, the Blue Jackets again took the 
lead when Nick Foligno wristed in his 200th career goal on a 
2-on-1 rush. 

And again, the Canes answered back. Two minutes later, 
Jordan Martinook hounded the puck down low to feed it up to 
Pesce at the point. Pesce's shot beat Joonas Korpisalo 
through traffic to tie the game at three. 
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"I think we've been doing a good job getting pucks to the net. 
They just haven't really gone in," Pesce said. "It's nice to 
have a few goals now. It was bound to happen." 

Weird Thing of the Afternoon 

After playing catch-up all afternoon, the Canes finally were 
able to play with their first lead of the game late in the 
second period when Vincent Trocheck chipped in 
backhander on a rebound off a point shot from Pesce. 

Columbus challenged for an offside zone entry, but the 
officials ruled that the goal stood. Here's the thing, though: 
The Canes were indeed offside, but apparently there was 
miscommunication between the Columbus video replay 
booth, the linesmen and the situation room, and "play 
resumed before all replays could be reviewed." The wrong 
call was made, the goal stood, and Columbus was assessed 
a delay of game penalty. 

During the intermission, the mistake was discovered. The 
solution at the beginning of the third period was to wipe out 
the remaining 45 seconds of the Canes' power play, but the 
goal remained on the board.  

Weird! 

"I'm still confused," Brind'Amour said. "I don't really 
understand it. I'm glad it worked for us." 

Stats Pack 

9: In their ninth game of the season, the Canes' defense got 
on the board not just once but twice. Pesce takes the honor 

for the first defenseman to score a goal for the Canes this 
season, while Dougie Hamilton added another - a floater that 
deflected off the reaching glove of David Savard - in the third 
period, what ended up being the game-winning goal. 

21: Hamilton's game-winning tally was his first of the season 
and 21st of his career. He's totaled six game-winning goals 
in 138 games with the Canes. 

9: In six games since returning to the lineup, Staal has 
recorded nine points (2g, 7a). His redirection of Hamilton's 
point shot in the third period was his second power-play 
marker of the season. 

Ouch of the Afternoon 

Trocheck took a puck right off the face in the first period, but 
he returned to game action a short time later. Hockey player. 

Quote of the Afternoon 

"It's 2021. Anything is possible these days. We're not even 
shocked anymore, to be honest." - Ryan Dzingel on the 
challenge kerfuffle 

Up Next 

Same place, different time on Monday, as the Canes and 
Jackets round out their back-to-back with a 7 p.m. Monday 
faceoff. This one might be a little closer checking. 

"They compete and play a tight system," Pesce said. "It's 
going to be a battle for seven games, and we've got to bring 
our A-game." 

 

Preview: Hurricanes at Blue Jackets 

Canes look to sweep back-to-back set 

By Michael Smith 

COLUMBUS - After a scintillating Sunday afternoon tilt, the 
stage is set for a rematch between the Carolina Hurricanes 
and Columbus Blue Jackets. 

The Match-Up 

Carolina Hurricanes (7-2-0, 14 points) at Columbus Blue 
Jackets (5-5-3, 13 points) 

Monday, Jan. 8, 7 p.m. 

Watch: FOX Sports Carolinas, FOX Sports GO 

Listen: 99.9 FM The Fan, Hurricanes.com/Listen, Hurricanes 
app 

About Yesterday 

The Canes edged out the Blue Jackets in a wild 6-5 final 
score. Thrice Columbus took a lead, and thrice the Canes 
answered back. Then, Carolina grabbed an advantage late in 
the second period, and though the Blue Jackets found an 
equalizer in the third period, the Canes were able to pull 

away with a pair of goals and hold on for the victory in the 
first of eight meetings between the two teams. 

"It was just one of those weird ones that turned out that way," 
said Ryan Dzingel, who tallied a pair of assists and was one 
of 11 Canes to find the scoresheet. "It was good to get it 
done, be gritty, find a way to capitalize and finish." 

Numbers to Know 

14: With a 7-2-0 record, the Canes have set a new franchise 
best for most points (14) through the team's first nine games 
of the season. The previous best was 13 points, achieved in 
2005-06 (6-2-1) and 2007-08 (5-1-3). 

4: Brett Pesce scored his first goal of the season - also the 
team's first goal of the season from a defenseman - and 
recorded an assist on Sunday. Pesce now has assists and 
points in four straight games, a career-high streak in both 
categories. 

32: After netting six goals against Columbus on Sunday, the 
Canes have totaled 32 goals through their first nine games of 
the season, ranking second in team history (since 
relocation).
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Staal scores three points for Hurricanes in win against Blue Jackets 

Laine has two goals for Columbus, which loses first game of 
back-to-back set 

By Craig Merz 

COLUMBUS -- Jordan Staal had a goal and two assists for 
the Carolina Hurricanes in a 6-5 win against the Columbus 
Blue Jackets at Nationwide Arena on Sunday. 

Staal scored on the power play at 5:33 of the third period to 
make it 5-4, and Dougie Hamilton increased the lead to 6-4 
at 10:37 for the Hurricanes (7-2-0), who won the first of a 
two-game set. They play the Blue Jackets again here 
Monday. 

Carolina trailed by a goal three times. 

"I liked how we just kept coming back," Hurricanes coach 
Rod Brind'Amour said. "It felt like we get one, they get one. 
We'd get behind, and I feel like we didn't stop playing. It was 
always, 'Don't worry about it, let's get the next one, next shift' 
mentality." 

Patrik Laine scored his second goal of the game for 
Columbus at 19:03 to cut it to 6-5, but the Blue Jackets could 
not tie it on the power play after Hamilton was called for 
slashing Cam Atkinson with 39 seconds left. 

"We kept on battling and tried to find a way back into the 
game and just came up on the wrong side of it," Blue Jackets 
coach John Tortorella said. 

Hamilton, Brett Pesce and Vincent Trocheck each had a goal 
and an assist, and James Reimer made 17 saves for the 
Hurricanes. 

Nick Foligno scored his 200th NHL goal, and Joonas 
Korpisalo made 20 saves for the Blue Jackets (5-5-3). 

Laine scored with a one-timer from the top of the left face-off 
circle on the power play to give Columbus a 1-0 lead at 
10:07 of the first period. 

Seth Jones had an assist on each of Laine's goals. 

"Great job by [Jones]. He made great passes," Laine said. "I 
didn't have to settle them down. I was just able to do my 
thing, shoot the puck, which is awesome." 

Laine has scored three goals in his past two games after 
being kept off the score sheet in his Blue Jackets debut 
Tuesday. 

Brock McGinn tied the game 1-1 at 10:32. 

Riley Nash gave Columbus a 2-1 lead at 15:34 before 
Warren Foegele tied it 2-2 at 7:23 of the second period.  

Foligno gave the Blue Jackets a 3-2 lead at 14:24, but Pesce 
extended his point streak to four games (one goal, four 
assists) when he scored to tie it 3-3 at 16:35.  

Trocheck put Carolina ahead 4-3 at 18:45. Columbus 
challenged for offside, but the call on the ice stood after a 
video review, and the Blue Jackets were given a minor 
penalty for delay of game, 45 seconds of which was to be 
carried into the third period. 

During the intermission, the call was reversed. Trocheck's 
goal stood, but the remainder of the penalty was cancelled. 

The NHL said in a statement after the game that the goal 
should have been disallowed, but "a miscommunication" 
between the video replay booth in Columbus, the linesmen 
and the Situation Room in Toronto resulted in play resuming 
before all replays could be reviewed. 

"You know what, I'm gonna let the League explain it," 
Tortorella said. 

Columbus defenseman David Savard said, "That's kind of 
weird. I don't know what they looked at the first time, but we 
thought it was offside the whole time, and obviously they 
came back in to take the penalty away but I feel like if you 
make a mistake … I don't know what to say." 

Max Domi tied it 4-4 at 2:08 of the third period before the 
Hurricanes made their push. 

"I think we're both very similar teams, trying to get pucks 
deep and get our [defensemen] involved and hard-nosed and 
simple," Hurricanes forward Ryan Dzingel said. "I think it was 
just one of those weird ones that turned out that way. " 

NOTES: Hurricanes forward Jesper Fast returned after 
missing five games because of NHL COVID-19 protocol. He 
had two hits in 10:15. … Blue Jackets goalie Matiss 
Kivlenieks, called up after Elvis Merzlikins was injured in 
practice Wednesday, was injured in practice Saturday. 
Cameron Johnson, who has not played in the NHL, replaced 
Kivlenieks. … Foligno has scored 473 points (200 goals, 473 
assists) in 14 seasons with the Blue Jackets and Ottawa 
Senators.
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Hurricanes get goals from 6 players to beat Blue Jackets 

By Mitch Stacy 

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) — Six different Carolina players 
scored, James Reimer had 17 stops and the Hurricanes 
outdueled the Columbus Blue Jackets 6-5 on Sunday. 

Brett Pesce, Vincent Trocheck, Jordan Staal and Dougie 
Hamilton each recorded a goal and an assist. Brock McGinn 
and Warren Foegele also scored for the Hurricanes, who 
won for the sixth time in seven games. 

The game was tied four times until Staal’s power-play goal 
put Carolina up 5-4 at 5:33 of the third period, and Hamilton’s 
floater over Joonas Korpisalo midway through gave the 
Hurricanes a two-goal lead. 

Patrik Laine’s second goal, with 57 seconds left in the game, 
got the Blue Jackets within one again, but they couldn’t tie it 
again despite a late power play. 

“I liked how we just kept coming back,” Carolina coach Rod 
Brind’Amour said. “It felt like we get one, they get one. We’d 
get behind, and I feel like we didn’t stop playing. It was 
always, ‘don’t worry about it, let’s get the next, one next shift’ 
mentality.” 

Riley Nash, Nick Foligno and Max Domi also had goals for 
Columbus, and Korpisalo had 20 saves. 

Laine opened the scoring with a shot from the top of the left 
circle on a power play 10:07 into the game.  

The Hurricanes tied it 25 seconds later when Andrei 
Svechnikov, who had been in the box for tripping on the 
Columbus goal, took the puck away from defender Vladislav 
Gavrikov at the goal line and fed a charging McGinn. 

Nash got credit for the goal that made it 2-1 later in the first 
when a hard one-timer from Foligno grazed Nash on the way 
to the net.  

Foegele’s tap-in of his own rebound tied the score again in 
the second period. The Jackets’ first shot in the frame came 
at 14:24 when Foligno got a breakaway and connected for 
the 200th goal of his NHL career. 

Carolina tied it again late in the second with Pesce’s long 
shot through traffic. They got their first lead of the game 
when Trocheck put back a rebound. 

Domi’s one-timer from the right circle early in the third period 
knotted the score again. Staal and Hamilton then gave the 

Canes their first two-goal lead midway through the period 
before the Columbus rally came up short. 

“You never try to get in a battle with another team,” said 
Hurricanes forward Ryan Dzingel, who had two assists. 

“We’re trying to keep things low scoring. I think when you 
have two teams that are very similar, the way they want to 
play and the way we want to play clashes sometimes. I think 
we’re both very similar teams trying to get get pucks deep 
and get our D involved, hard-nosed and simple, so I think it 
was just one of those weird ones that turned out that way,” 
he said. 

CONFUSING CALL 

After Trocheck scored late in the second period, officials 
overrruled an offside challenge by Blue Jackets coach John 
Tortorella after looking at the replay. The Blue Jackets were 
assessed a penalty because of the failed challenge. At the 
break, officials decided that the play was offside, after all. 
They waved off the last 45 seconds of the power play but 
didn’t take the Carolina penalty off the board. 

A usually outspoken Tortorella didn’t have much to say. “You 
know what? I’m going to let the league explain it,” he said. 

“I just think it’s a bad look for the NHL to not get it right,” 
Foligno said. 

“I don’t really understand it,” Brind’Amour said. “I’m glad it 
worked for us.” 

ICE CHIPS 

Hurricanes: Eleven players notched points against 
Columbus. ... Svechnikov has point or more in seven of the 
nine games. ... Pesce has five points in the last four games. 
... F Martin Necas was out after falling hard on his head late 
in Thursday’s loss to Chicago. 

Blue Jackets: The Blue Jackets put defenseman Zach 
Werenski on injured reserve Saturday with an unspecified 
lower-body injury. ... Laine has three goals in the last two 
games. ... F Jack Roslovic has points in the last four games. 
... F Mikhail Grigorenko, who had a two-game point streak, 
was a healthy scratch for the first time this season. 

UP NEXT 

The same teams wrap up a back-to-back series on Monday.
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Columbus hosts Carolina after Laine’s 2-goal game 

Carolina Hurricanes (7-2-0, second in the Central Division) 
vs. Columbus Blue Jackets (5-5-3, fifth in the Central 
Division) 

Columbus, Ohio; Monday, 7 p.m. EST 

BOTTOM LINE: The Carolina Hurricanes visit Columbus 
after Patrik Laine scored two goals in the Blue Jackets’ 6-5 
loss to the Hurricanes. 

Columbus went 33-22-15 overall and 10-7-5 in division 
action a season ago. Goalies for the Blue Jackets compiled a 

.913 save percentage while giving up 2.5 goals on 29.8 shots 
per game last season. 

Carolina went 8-12-1 in division play and 19-13-3 on the road 
in the 2019-20 season. The Hurricanes averaged 4.1 
penalties and 8.6 penalty minutes per game. 

The teams square off for the second straight game. 

INJURIES: Blue Jackets: None listed. 

Hurricanes: Martin Necas: day to day (upper body), Petr 
Mrazek: out (thumb).

 

 

Laine on officiating error: 'That's the biggest joke I've ever seen' 

Patrik Laine didn't shy away from expressing his displeasure 
after Sunday's loss against the Carolina Hurricanes -- and it 
had nothing to do with his new city, his teammates or the 
dynamic with head coach John Tortorella. 

His ire stemmed from a refereeing error. Prior to a Vincent 
Trocheck goal at 18:45 of the second period, which gave 
Carolina a 4-3 lead, Columbus requested a coach's 
challenge for an off-side call. The NHL said after the game 
the challenge should have resulted in Carolina's goal being 
disallowed. 

Instead, during the play review, a miscommunication 
between the replay booth, the linesmen and the NHL's 
Situation Room took place, leading to play resuming before 
all replays were reviewed to confirm the off-side. The goal 
stood and Columbus was assessed a delay of game penalty. 
During the second intermission, it was confirmed that the 
play was indeed off-side and the remaining 45 seconds of 
the penalty were rescinded -- but the goal was never 
revoked. 

"I think that's the biggest joke I've ever seen," Laine told 
reporters after the game. "Especially this kind of game, two 

good teams playing good hockey in a tight game that should 
have been 3-3 and not 4-3, it's a tough one. But we all make 
mistakes and you just have to learn from them and move 
on." 

In a game that was tied four times, the error proved costly 
even if it didn't give Carolina the game-winner. The Blue 
Jackets managed to tie the game in the third period, only to 
fall behind once more to a Jordan Staal power-play goal at 
5:33 of the third period, followed by a Dougie Hamilton 
floater that gave Carolina a two-goal lead. 

Laine netted his second goal of the game with 57 seconds 
remaining but Columbus would get no closer, losing by one, 
as they were following the officiating miscommunication. 

"That was so generous of them to take the 45 seconds off 
the clock," Laine said, when asked about the impact of the 
decision on the third period. "I've never seen that one before 
but I guess there's always a first time. I think there were a 
couple mistakes that cost us. But we were still able to get 
one goal at the end, just came up a little bit short."
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NHL admits Carolina Hurricanes goal vs. Columbus Blue Jackets should not have counted 

By Greg Wyshynski  

The NHL admitted that a Carolina Hurricanes goal should not 
have counted in their 6-5 win at the Columbus Blue Jackets 
on Sunday. 

At 18:45 of the second period, Carolina's Vincent Trocheck 
scored to give the Hurricanes a 4-3 lead. Replays appeared 
to show he had entered the zone before the puck carrier, 
Dougie Hamilton, did. 

The Blue Jackets used a coach's challenge to get the call 
overturned, but linesmen Tyson Baker and Jonny Murray 
reviewed the play and decided the goal would stand, 
resulting in a delay of game penalty for Columbus. 

During the intermission, however, game officials informed 
both teams that the NHL had determined the challenge 
should have resulted in Carolina's goal being disallowed. As 
a result, the remaining 45 seconds of the delay of game 
penalty against Columbus that carried over to the third period 
were rescinded. 

"I think that's the biggest joke I've ever seen," said Blue 
Jackets winger Patrik Laine, who had two goals in the loss. 
"So generous to take the [45] seconds off the clock. I've 
never seen that one before, but I guess there's always a first 
time." 

Carolina coach Rod Brind'Amour said the officials came to 
the dressing room between periods and said "they messed 
up, and the power play is over" for the Hurricanes. 

"I don't really understand it. I'm glad it worked for us," he 
said. 

The NHL said in a statement that "during the review, a 
miscommunication occurred between the Video Replay 
Booth in Columbus, the Linesmen and the Situation Room 
and play resumed before all replays could be reviewed to 
confirm the off-side" and that "the challenge by Columbus 
should have resulted in the Carolina goal being disallowed." 

Blue Jackets captain Nick Foligno said "it's a bad look for the 
NHL" to have not gotten the call correct at the time of the 
review. 

"It just confused everybody. It makes the linesmen look bad. 
It makes the refs look bad. It's just a bad look. Accidents 
happen, but that's why we have that replay there for a 
reason: So they don't [happen]. That's the hard part. Again, 
it's not why we lost the game," he said, before correcting 
himself. "Maybe you can say it is because we lost by a goal. 
It was a weird game tonight." 

Foligno said that his coach, John Tortorella, inquired why the 
goal wasn't taken off the board if the call was made in error. 
Tortorella said after the game that he hadn't made sense of 
the situation and declined to comment further. 

Columbus would tie the game at 2:08 of the third period, but 
Carolina scored the next two goals for the margin of victory. 
Ryan Dzingel, who assisted on Hamilton's eventual game-
winning goal, said the bizarre situation was to be expected in 
these strange times. 

"It's 2021. Anything is possible these days. We're not even 
shocked anymore to be honest," he said.
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Canes come out ahead in offensive battle in Columbus 

The Carolina Hurricanes came out ahead against the 
Columbus Blue Jackets in a high-flying offensive battle at 
Nationwide Arena Sunday afternoon. 

By Ryan Henkel  

The Carolina Hurricanes defeated the Columbus Blue 
Jackets 6-5 in an offensive tilt at Nationwide Arena Sunday 
afternoon. 

For the first game of the back-to-back series with the 
Jackets, James Reimer got his fourth consecutive start, 
played in his fifth consecutive game.  

The Hurricanes also entered the game with a bit of a shuffled 
lineup. Martin Necas was out after his incident at the end of 
the Chicago game Thursday and Jesper Fast came in for his 
first game since the COVID-19 postponements. Morgan 
Geekie also swapped back in for Steven Lorentz.  

Last game against Chicago, Carolina forfeited three power-
play goals. So naturally the game plan for the Hurricanes 
was to stay out of the box. 

They then started the game with back-to-back penalties and 
it was Patrik Laine who lasered home a rocket from the point 
during the second one to grab the early lead. 

It’s kind of an ill-fate that once the Canes had finally been 
freed from Alex Ovechkin’s power play bombs, Laine joins 
the Blue Jackets to be able to haunt Carolina. 

However, one of the most promising aspects of the 
Hurricanes has been their bounce backs and quick response 
and that was put on full exhibit not even 30 seconds after the 
Columbus goal. 

Jake Gardiner pinched into the Columbus zone to prevent a 
clear and rung it back around behind the net. There Andrei 
Svechnikov stripped a Blue Jacket defender for the puck and 
centered it to Sebastian Aho, who hit Brock McGinn 
backdoor for the tying goal. 

It was McGinn’s second goal in as many games playing on 
Carolina’s top-line, where he has been a stable presence 
through the Canes’ multiple absences and injuries.  

Carolina seemed to be steadying it game, but it unfurled fast 
as off a face-off win, Nick Foligno’s knuckler of a shot was 
tipped by former Hurricane Riley Nash in front to slip past 
Reimer. 

For the second period though, Carolina seemed to rekindle 
its game. The defense tightened up, not allowing a single 
shot through the first 14 minutes of the period and the 
forechecking was strong, leading to a hard-fought goal to tie 
the game back up at two.  

As Columbus netminder Joonas Korpisalo went behind the 
net to play the puck, Jordan Staal applied the pressure on 
him and forced an errant clear that was picked off by Ryan 
Dzingel. 

Dzingel sent it back to Staal who fed it up into the slot where 
Warren Foegele swept it home on his second attempt. 

Despite all of that though, the defense broke down and 
Columbus sprung a 2-on-1 rush which was capped off by 
Foligno keeping the puck and sniping it home short-side on 
Reimer.  

The first shot the Canes had allowed all period was the one 
that went in, in a spot where you desperately needed you 
goalie to make a save. 

But the team dug in, as this iteration of the team seems like it 
always does, and this time the hero was Brett Pesce.  

Pesce just ripped a seeing-eye shot from the blueline that 
found it’s way past Korpisalo, top-corner. It was the first goal 
by a Hurricanes defenseman this season. 

And not long after that, the Hurricanes found a lead of their 
own. It was the offensive juggernaut Pesce, who generated 
the goal as he laced up another shot that encumbered 
Korpisalo with the rebound finding Vincent Trocheck in close 
for the put back. 

It was a good sign for Trocheck to be involved as he had left 
the game earlier in the first period after taking a puck up high 
in the face.  

However, it was less than a good sign for the league. The 
play was challenged by Columbus for offsides, but after a 
short review it was deemed a good goal. Carolina got a 
power play for delay of game and the period ended with 
about 45 seconds of penalty time remaining. 

But when the third period started, it was at 5-on-5. So why? 

Turns out the referees messed up bad. Seems that the play 
actually was offsides, so the NHL called down, had the goal 
stand, but wiped out the rest of the penalty. 

The game was far from over there though, as Columbus 
stormed back to tie it yet again, this time it was Max Domi 
one-timing it from an awkward angle off a few quick passes. 

But Carolina got a power play opportunity soon after and 
Dougie Hamilton ripped a slap shot that deflected into the net 
last off of Staal to take another lead. 

And not long after that, the Canes got another to make it a 
touchdown on Superbowl Sunday. But it sure was an 
awkward one. 
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So Hamilton shoots the puck, it hits a Columbus stick right 
off the bat and flies into the air. David Savard went to glove it 
down, but it hit his hand and flew back up and then went in 
past Korpisalo who was trying to catch it before it had hit 
Savard’s hand.  

You know what, just watch it. 

The Hurricanes couldn’t make it easy from there though as 
time was winding down, Laine bombed his second goal of 
the game from the left-circle with under two minutes to play. 

The Hurricanes shut it down from their despite another 
penalty against and claimed the win on the first game of the 
back-to-back.  

The Hurricanes will be back in action tomorrow, Monday, 
Feb. 8 at 7 p.m. for the second game against the Blue 
Jackets.

 

They said it: Brind’Amour, Staal, Pesce and Dzingel on win in Columbus 

Head coach Rod Brind’Amour along with captain Jordan 
Staal and Brett Pesce and Ryan Dzingel spoke to the media 
via Zoom following Carolina’s 6-5 win over Columbus. 

By Ryan Henkel and Brett Finger 

The Carolina Hurricanes defeated the Columbus Blue 
Jackets 6-5 Sunday afternoon at Nationwide Arena. 

Head coach Rod Brind’Amour along with Jordan Staal, Brett 
Pesce and Ryan Dzingel, spoke to the media via Zoom 
following the game. 

Rod Brind’Amour 

On Jordan Staal’s ability to have strong return games: I don’t 
know if there’s a reason. He’s a professional, so he gives 
you what he can every night. Whether he’s been out or 
playing all the time, you know what you’re getting. There’s no 
real drop off with this guy. That’s what makes him a captain.  

On the offsides review debacle: They came in between 
periods and said that they had messed up on that and now 
the power play was over. That was the explanation on that. 
Still a little confused. Because this new rule, my 
interpretation of it was that his skates were over, but if 
they’re doing a plane thing, which is what it sounds like, then 
his head was over the line so it would have been good. I 
don’t really understand it. I’m glad it worked for us, but what I 
originally thought was that that was why it was good when it 
counted. 

On the Niederreiter “fighting” penalty: I didn’t understand why 
that was a fight. When one guy is fighting and the other one 
was trying to hang on. I got told that he should have dropped 
the gloves, so… I’m not going to complain though. Our sport 
is the hardest in the world to ref. It is absolutely impossible. 
That’s why we need review on more things I think. It’s just 
too hard on these guys. They’re great refs. I don’t know how 
they do it.  

On the overall game: I liked how we just kept coming back. It 
felt like they would get one then we would get one. Or we 
would get behind, but I felt that we never stopped playing. It 
felt like it was always, “Don’t worry about that, get the next 
one.” The next shift mentality I thought was good. I thought 
the compete was high too. We’re still making some mistakes. 
Getting a couple of bad reads and guys are getting behind 
us. But I thought we grinded it out. I really thought we dug in 
and that’s what you have to do. Wasn’t pretty. It was nice to 
get a power play goal, that was huge. At the end we also did 
a nice job selling out. We did what we had to do to get a win. 

Slavin blocks that shot. I thought our best players tonight 
really stepped up.  

On Patrik Laine: He’s got that weapon, that’s like Ovechkin 
or Stamkos. There’s a few players like that in the league that 
wherever they shoot it from, it’s a threat. We have to a better 
job of taking that away obviously.  

Jordan Staal 

On if he feels particularly hot with his offensive game right 
now or if his run of production is more of a result of good 
bounces: A little of both. There’s definitely puck luck, and 
that’s what you need if you’re gonna put it in the net, so 
we’ve been fortunate there. We’ve gotten some bounces, 
and it’s been to get them early and get going right away to 
start the season. I felt good coming into the season, I felt 
strong. I’m going to try to continue doing what I’m doing. 

On his thoughts about what happened with the Trocheck 
ruling: That was definitely a first for me. It’s a fast game, it’s a 
game of mistakes and that stuff happens. If it was on the 
other side, we’d have to keep grinding, too. It’s fortunate that 
it was on our side. We’ll take the bounce, and they did a 
good job of making it a game right after that and played hard. 
It was a hard-fought game. 

Brett Pesce 

On the craziness of the game: It was kind of a rollercoaster 
game. It was one of those, kind of back and forth. Some calls 
that could’ve gone either way. It was a good team. We knew 
they were going to battle hard and we have to be dialed in for 
60 minutes. I thought we did a great job of sticking with our 
game plan and not taking our foot off the gas. 

On if he’s expecting the rest of their games against 
Columbus to be that hectic: I hope not. Yeah, that’s a team 
that competes. We know that from years past. They play a 
tight system, so it’s going to be a battle over the next seven 
games. We have to bring our a-game. 

On how the Canes finally got a goal from a defenseman: 
We’ve been doing a good job of getting pucks to the net, 
they just haven’t really gone in. It’s nice to have a few goals 
now, but it was bound to happen. Maybe now that we have a 
few, we can get on a roll and get some more offense from 
the back end. 

Ryan Dzingel 

On how you play in a game like that: I don’t think that’s what 
we’re trying to do. We’re trying to limit chances and never get 
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into an end-to-end battle with another team. We’re trying to 
keep things low-scoring, and I think sometimes when you 
have two teams that are very similar, it kinda clashes like 
that sometimes and sometimes those games happen. We’re 
both similar teams, trying to get pucks deep and get our d 
involved and be hard-nosed and simple. I think it was one of 
those weird ones that turned out that way, but I don’t think 
Roddy and the coaching staff wants us to open it up as much 
as it was. It was good to get it done and be gritty and find a 
way to capitalize and finish. 

On how the game played out differently than expected: 
Coming in, if you put you’re money on it, you’d say it’d be a 
one-goal game, low-scoring, two teams that try to keep the 
puck out of their net and play simple and not try to give a lot 
of things up. I think that’s one of the things that was different, 
we gave up a little bit more than we wanted, but those things 
happen, but we had the resilience to get it done. We 

definitely have to clean some stuff up tomorrow, and I’m sure 
they will too. There will probably be a lot less space and 
fewer scoring opportunities. 

On how he experienced the controversial Trocheck goal call 
ruling that was changed after the fact and cut Carolina’s 
power play short: It’s 2021. Anything is possible these days. 
We’re not even shocked anymore, to be honest, when they 
tell you something. If you would’ve told us a couple of years 
ago that they’re taking a power play away, the guys would’ve 
been pretty confused. I guess there’s not much you can say 
there. I don’t get paid enough to make those decisions. It is 
what it is and we found a way to win. I guess it was offsides, 
they said, but you want to get those things right. It was good 
for us, but it didn’t look great. Obviously, it was a weird 
situation. We just kinda laughed it off and went to play some 
5-on-5. It wasn’t too much for us in the locker room, we just 
kinda went back out there and played.

 

About Last Night: Hurricanes Win a Big Game on Super Bowl Sunday 

The Hurricanes eked out a big win that overshadowed all 
other sporting events on Sunday. 

By Brett Finger  

Yesterday, the sports world got together and celebrated the 
event of the year. All eyes were fixed on the big game, and 
expectations were at an all-time high.  

With anticipation through the roof, the moment finally arrived, 
and two star-studded teams went toe-to-toe in the battle to 
end all battles - a war for glory and long-lasting bragging 
rights. And, my friends, let me tell you, it didn’t disappoint. 

The Carolina Hurricanes beat the Columbus Blue Jackets by 
a final score of 6-5. 

Oh, what a game it was! Let’s talk about last night! 

Brett Pesce Leads the Way 

Sunday afternoon’s win featured yet another stellar 
performance from Pesce, who has quickly reminded 
everyone how valuable he is and how much he was missed 
during the team’s playoff run last season. 

At 16:35 of the second period, he scored the first goal of the 
season by a Canes defenseman. For good reason, that was 
a stat that surprised a lot of people. This is a team built 
around their dynamic defensemen, and while Dougie 
Hamilton has been hovering around point-per-game 
production, he and every member of the Carolina blue line 
hadn’t scored a goal all year. 

Pesce changed that. 

His goal tied the game at 3-3, and it marked the last time in 
the game that the Hurricanes were trailing the Blue Jackets. 

Beyond his big goal, he was outstanding in all areas. 
Reunited with Jaccob Slavin, the duo helped the Canes 
control north of 70% of 5-on-5 shot attempts while they were 
on the ice. Pesce had a team-high 25:15 of ice time in the 
win and paced all Carolina defensemen with an 80.85% on-
ice expected goal-share at 5-on-5 and was on the ice for 
three 5-on-5 goals-for without rendering a goal against. 

To go with all of that, his two points on Sunday extended his 
point streak to four games. He has five points over that span 
of games, dating back to January 31 against the Dallas 
Stars. 

Another Big Day for Jordan Staal 

After the game, Ryan Dzingel said, “It’s 2021. Anything is 
possible these days.” While he was talking about the bizarre 
officiating fiasco, I’m going to steal his quote and apply it to 
the fact that Staal has been an offensive dynamo since 
coming off the COVID protocol list. 

Over his last five games, Staal has recorded eight points, 
and yesterday he tallied a goal and a pair of assists. 

His first assist was a slick feed to Warren Foegele in front of 
the net to tie the game at 2-2, and while his pass was the 
final play needed to set up the goal, it was his disrupting of 
goalie Joonas Korpisalo that created the turnover that led to 
the goal. 

Staal’s line, flanked by Foegele and Ryan Dzingel, was 
fantastic at 5-on-5. All three forwards finished with an 
expected goal-share north of 90% at 5-on-5. They were a 
dominant force and did a great job maintaining possession of 
the puck in the offensive zone. 

The Hurricanes are getting a lot of offense out of a player 
who doesn’t usually show up in the scoresheet as often as 
he has. Is it a new-found elite offensive finishing ability or 
puck luck? 

“A little of both,” Staal said after the game. “There’s definitely 
puck luck, and that’s what you need if you’re gonna put it in 
the net, so we’ve been fortunate there. We’ve gotten some 
bounces, and it’s been to get them early and get going right 
away to start the season. I felt good coming into the season; 
I felt strong. I’m going to try to continue doing what I’m 
doing.” 

The Canes know what they’re going to get on a nightly basis 
from Staal in the effort department. He’s as steady as they 
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come, and he has been for years. I’m sure they’ll gladly take 
this offensive surge as long as they can, as well. 

Controversy 

With 1:15 left in the second period, Vincent Trocheck scored 
to give the Hurricanes their first lead of the day. While the 
Hurricanes celebrated, the Blue Jackets thought something 
was wrong. 

Columbus head coach John Tortorella challenged the goal 
for an offside zone entry, the play was reviewed, and it was 
ruled that the entry was legal. It looked pretty close, but the 
goal stood as called, which meant the Hurricanes got a 
power play as a result of a failed coach’s challenge. 

Carolina failed to score in the 1:15 of power-play time they 
got before the period ended, and both teams went to their 
respective locker rooms and prepared for a normal third 
period. 

Naturally, when the teams returned to the ice with five 
players on the ice, everyone said, in unison, “what the hell?” 

As the period continued, we finally figured out what 
happened... and it’s a doozy. 

After initially reviewing the offsides challenge, the league 
ruled that it was a good goal, but as the second period 
ended, they said, “Oopsies!” and changed their minds. The 
zone entry was, in fact, offside. The league decided that the 
logical solution was to keep the goal on the board but take 
away the rest of the Canes’ power play in the third period. 

I don’t even know where to begin with this because it is one 
of the more ridiculous scenarios in recent memory of NHL 
refs being ridiculous. It’s so insane that I’m not even going to 
dive into the intricacies of said insanity. 

The only thing I can say is... the Hurricanes got a pretty good 
break! 

About the Goaltending... 

If you love great goaltending duels, Sunday’s game was not 
for you. 

Carolina’s James Reimer and Columbus’ Korpisalo went 
through it. Both goalies posted sub-.780 save percentages 
as they allowed 11 total goals on 48 shots on goal. 

Reimer has a rough one, to say the least. Patrick Laine 
scored twice, both on power-play one-timers from the top of 
the left circle. I won’t scrutinize those goals because it’s 
about as close to the Alex Ovechkin experience that the 
Canes will get this season. 

There were, however, some unfortunate goals. 

Nick Foligno scored on a short-side shot on a two-on-one 
rush late in the second period after the Canes had played 
one of their best periods of the season. That felt like a 
backbreaking goal, but to Carolina’s credit, they fought back 
and scored twice before the end of the period. 

In the third period, Max Domi sent a one-time shot from a 
bad angle off of Reimer’s shoulder and into the net to tie the 
game at 4-4. That one also hurt. 

Carolina battled, as did Reimer, but it wasn’t a banner night 
for the veteran goalie who has allowed ten goals on 56 shots 
over his last two starts. With Petr Mrazek out for the 
foreseeable future, the Canes really need more out of 
Reimer. We know he can be an impact goalie in a tandem 
situation, but the story changes when he is the go-to guy. 

Alex Nedlejkovic will get the net on Monday, and he really 
needs to have a strong showing, both for his sake and that of 
the team.

 

  

 

 
TODAY’S LINKS 

https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/nhl/carolina-hurricanes/article249074690.html 
https://nsjonline.com/article/2021/02/hurricanes-hold-on-for-wild-6-4-win-in-columbus/ 
https://www.wralsportsfan.com/gold-canes-going-for-a-columbus-sweep/19514980/ 

https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/recap-canes-hold-off-blue-jackets/c-321185042 
https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/gameday-preview-carolina-hurricanes-columbus-blue-jackets/c-321196314 
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Carolina Hurricanes hold on for 6-5 win against Columbus in hard-fought 
game 

 

BY CHIP ALEXANDER 

FEBRUARY 07, 2021 02:41 PM,  

 

The Carolina Hurricanes and Columbus Blue Jackets went at it for 60 
minutes Sunday in a fast, entertaining game that was decided by one 
goal. 

And one that was a contested, controversial goal. 

The Canes won 6-5 at Nationwide Arena and did a lot of good things. 
Jordan Staal had a power-play goal and two assists. The Canes got their 
first goals of the season from the back end as defensemen Brett Pesce 
and Dougie Hamilton scored. Vincent Trocheck, Warren Foegele and 
Brock McGinn also had goals as the Canes (7-2-0) kept attacking. 

With the Canes shorthanded after a penalty and the Blue Jackets with an 
extra attacker on the ice in the final seconds of regulation, defenseman 
Jaccob Slavin went down to block a heavy shot by Patrik Laine, who had 
scored twice in the game and was looking for a third. 

“We dug in,” Canes coach Rod Brind’Amour said. “At the end I thought 
we did a nice job of selling out. We did what we had to do to get a win. 
Your best players, I thought, really stepped up.” 

But it was a decision by the NHL during the second intermission that 
created confusion, controversy. The Canes, the winners, could shrug it 
off. The Blue Jackets, the losers, could not. 

At 18:45 of the second period, the Canes’ Vincent Trocheck scored off a 
rebound of a Pesce shot for a 4-3 lead. Columbus coach John Tortorella 
challenged the goal, claiming Trocheck had been offside when the center 
first entered the zone. 

After a review, the ruling was a good goal. Losing the challenge, the Blue 
Jackets were charged with a delay-of-game penalty. 

The Canes didn’t score, carrying 45 seconds of power-play time to the 
third period. But during the second intermission break, the NHL ruled 
there had been a “miscommunication” between the Video Replay Booth 
in Columbus, the linesmen and the NHL Situation Room. Not all of the 
replays of Trocheck entering the zone had been viewed. 

Trocheck had been offside, the NHL ruled. The Canes would not lose the 
goal, the league ruled, but would lose the final 45 seconds of power-play 
time. It was a strange turn of events, everyone agreed. 

“It’s 2021, anything is possible these days,” Canes forward Ryan Dzingel 
said on the media call. “We’re not even shocked anymore, to be honest. 
There’s not much more you can say there. It is what it is. We found a way 
to win. 

“I guess it was offside, they said, whatever. You want to get those things 
right. It was good for us, but it didn’t look great. Obviously, it was a weird 
situation. We kind of laughed if off and went and played five on five.” 

Tortorella refused to comment after the game on the officiating and the 
ruling.. Blue Jackets captain Nick Foligno, on the Columbus media call, 
called it a “bad look for the NHL” and Laine added it was “the biggest 
joke I’ve ever seen.” 

As for the game, it was a shootout. The Blue Jackets (5-5-3) scored first 
on a Laine power-play goal, led 2-1 after the first period and reclaimed 
the lead in the second before Pesce unloaded a shot from the point and 
then Trocheck scored off a Pesce rebound. 

Max Domi’s goal early in the third tied it for Columbus, but Staal got a 
piece of a Hamilton shot on the power play. Hamilton then scored at 
10:37 of the third for a 6-4 lead as Columbus defenseman David Savard 
tried to knock the puck out of the air and instead knocked it over the head 
of goalie Joonas Korpisalo. 

“It was bound to happen,” Pesce said of the Canes’ two goals from the 
defense. “Now that we’ve got a few maybe we’ll get on a roll and get 
more from the back end.” 

Things were tense in the end. The Blue Jackets pulled Korpisalo and 
Laine blasted in a shot with 56 seconds left in regulation. Hamilton was 
then called for slashing and Columbus had a 6-on-4 advantage but 
Slavin blocked the Laine shot. 

Goalie James Reimer, not always at his best Sunday, allowed five goals 
on 22 shots but picked up his fifth win of the season. 

“I liked how we kept coming back,” Brind’Amour said. “I felt like we didn’t 
stop playing. It was always, ‘Don’t worry about it, get the next one’ 
mentality. I thought our compete was high.” 

And they’ll go at it again Monday, closing out a back-to-back. 

HURRICANES AT YELLOW JACKETS 

When: Monday, 7 p.m. 

Where: Nationwide Arena, Columbus. 

TV: FSCR 

News Observer LOADED: 02.08.2021 
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Patrik Laine scores twice in Blue Jackets controversial 6-5 loss to 
Carolina Hurricanes 

 

Jacob Myers 

 

The Blue Jackets led by a goal at three different points but were undone 
by some mistakes and unfortunate bounces on the defensive end in a 6-
5 loss to the Carolina Hurricanes on Sunday afternoon that wasn’t absent 
of controversy.  
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The Jackets were supposed to begin the third period down 4-3 and on 
the penalty kill for 45 seconds after coach John Tortorella’s unsuccessful 
coach’s challenge that there was a missed offside call that would have 
negated the go-ahead goal.  

But the period opened at even strength after the penalty was negated, 
meaning Tortorella’s challenge was ultimately ruled correct and the goal 
from Hurricanes forward Vincent Trocheck would not have happened. 
Yet, the score stood at 4-3.   

In a statement, the NHL admitted a “miscommunication occurred 
between the Video Replay Booth in Columbus, the Linesmen and the 
Situation Room,” and the challenge should have resulted in an offside 
call with the goal being disallowed. The league did not provide a reason 
as to why the goal did not come off the board.  

"So generous to take the 40 seconds off the clock,” Jackets forward 
Patrik Laine said. “I've never seen that one before but I guess there's 
always a first time.”  

Tortorella received an explanation from referee Chris Rooney as the 
teams came out for the third period, but he didn’t want to discuss the 
incident.  

“I'm going to let the league explain it,” Tortorella said. "I'm out."    

Despite controversy, Blue Jackets forward Max Domi slapped home a 
goal at 2:08 to even the game. A little more than eight minutes later, the 
Hurricanes had two deflected shots make their way past goaltender 
Joonas Korpisalo to come away with both points.  

Though the loss will be tainted by the offsides reversal, Laine had his 
best offensive game with his new club, scoring a power-play goal on a 
rocket of a slapshot from the left faceoff circle in the first period and his 
second from the same spot with 57 seconds remaining.  

The Jackets had one final chance on a 6-on-4 with the net empty and 
defenseman Dougie Hamilton in the box for a slashing penalty. Laine 
ripped a shot from the same spot with less than 10 seconds to play, but it 
was blocked by defenseman Jaccob Slavin.  

Nick Foligno said the Jackets had moved past the review for a potential 
offside by the time the referees came to the Jackets’ locker room to 
inform them the penalty was coming off the board.  

"I just think it's a bad look for the NHL not to get it right. It's just 
frustrating, but you got to move past it too,” Foligno said. "It's not why we 
lost the game, maybe you could say it is because we lost by a goal but it 
was a weird game tonight."  

The Jackets had a strong first period, but loose play at the defensive end 
negated any momentum. 

Korpisalo allowed six goals on 26 shots, but two of those goals bounced 
off his own defenders. The sixth and decisive goal started with a shot at 
the point that was deflected high into the air. Defenseman David Savard 
tried to bat it away, but it hit his glove and went over Korpisalo’s shoulder 
into the net.  

“It's kind of a weird goal,” Savard said. “I think I should just let it go." 

Columbus Dispatch LOADED: 02.08.2021 
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Elvis Merzlikins' injury forces Blue Jackets into adopting a new 
goaltending strategy 

 

Brian Hedger 

 

Joonas Korpisalo will likely get the bulk of the action at goalie for the Blue 
Jackets while Elvis Merzlikins is sidelined. 

Until now, it hasn’t been an issue.  

The Blue Jackets went into this shortened season with co-No. 1 goalies, 
Joonas Korpisalo and Elvis Merzlikins, and that’s exactly how they were 
used in the first 11 games. It was almost like cruise control, a “full 
tandem” as coach John Tortorella labeled it, and the new rhythm of the 
season in net was just alternating goalies.  

That changed abruptly Wednesday, when Merzlikins sustained an upper-
body injury at a practice and was placed on injured reserve – nixing what 
would’ve been his start Thursday against the Dallas Stars. Korpisalo got 
the nod for that one, making 24 saves in the Jackets’ 4-3 victory, but 
team is now faced with a tougher call going into back-to-back games 
against the Carolina Hurricanes on Sunday and Monday.  

“Kivi showed us he can play,” Tortorella said of rookie Matiss Kivlenieks, 
who made his NHL debut last season and is now Korpisalo’s backup. 
“Has he played a lot? No, but we weren’t sure about him when we put 
him in the last time with us (last year), and he played very well.”  

It’s been a long time since Kivlenieks has played in an actual game, 
though. 

His last actual action in a game was in relief of Korpisalo in a loss to the 
Minnesota Wild on Feb. 28 of last season, and Kivlenieks' last start was 
three days prior – also against the Wild in Minnesota.  

That’s almost a full calendar year, which feels like an eternity for goalies. 
There is only so much that can be done in practice working on skills like 
tracking pucks, anticipating plays and seeing through traffic around the 
net, which are all required for success in actual games. 

"I've been doing everything I can just to be ready," Kivlenieks said 
Saturday, after a practice that didn't include Merzlikins. "It's been a while, 
but it is what it is. I've just got to be ready, you know?" 

Tortorella doesn’t reveal his starting goalie until the day of games, so it’s 
unknown whether Korpisalo will start both ends of the back-to-back 
against the Hurricanes. Every game this season is against a division 
opponent, though, which places even more importance on each one. 

The schedule is also crammed with games each week, which made the 
Korpisalo-Merzlikins tandem such an advantage for the Blue Jackets. 
Should Merzlikins be out for an extended stretch, something Tortorella 
said he doesn't know yet, Korpisalo's workload might soon skyrocket. 

Good thing he's already proven last season that high workloads are 
something he can handle, including a first-round loss to the Tampa Bay 
Lightning last summer in which he played all five games and set a record 
with 85 saves in a five-overtime defeat.  

“I’m not sure what the rotation’s going to be (without Merzlikins),” 
Tortorella said. “This is different than me alternating Elvis and Korpi. 
There’s no question I have to do some thinking about where we get 
(Kivlenieks) games. So, that goes back to, 'We’ll cross that bridge when 
we come to it.'”  

Kivlenieks, 24, said he’s up for the challenge whenever he’s called upon, 
which he proved last season. Kivlenieks spent time backing up both 
Korpisalo and Merzlikins before making his NHL debut at Madison 
Square Garden in New York while Korpisalo was injured. 

He allowed only one goal in that victory against the New York Rangers, 
which is something that can be used as motivation now. 

“I’m just excited, honestly,” Kivlenieks said. “It’s been a while and you just 
want to play as many games as you can. I’m just trying to be ready for 
the opportunity.”  

Tortorella said he’ll make his goaltending decisions on a game-to-game 
basis until Merzlikins returns.   

Blue Jackets vs. Hurricanes 
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When: 3 p.m. Sunday 

TV: Fox Sports Ohio 

Radio: WBNS-FM (97.1) 
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Hurricanes get goals from 6 players to beat Blue Jackets 

 

FOX Sports 

Feb 7, 2021 at 6:46p ET 

 

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) — Six different Carolina players scored, James 
Reimer had 17 stops and the Hurricanes outdueled the Columbus Blue 
Jackets 6-5 on Sunday. 

Brett Pesce, Vincent Trocheck, Jordan Stahl and Dougie Hamilton each 
recorded a goal and an assist. Brock McGinn and Warren Foegele also 
scored for the Hurricanes, who won for the sixth time in seven games. 

The game was tied four times until Staal’s power-play goal put Carolina 
up 5-4 at 5:33 of the third period, and Hamilton’s floater over Joonas 
Korpisalo midway through gave the Hurricanes a two-goal lead. Patrik 
Laine‘s second goal, with 57 seconds left in the game, got the Blue 
Jackets within one again, but they couldn’t tie it again despite a late 
power play. 

Riley Nash, Nick Foligno and Max Domi also had goals for Columbus, 
and Korpisalo had 20 saves. 

Laine opened the scoring with a shot from the top of the left circle on a 
power play 10:07 into the game. 

The Hurricanes tied it 25 seconds later when Andrei Svechnikov, who 
had been in the box for tripping on the Columbus goal, took the puck 
away from defender Vladislav Gavrikov at the goal line and fed a 
charging McGinn. 

Nash got credit for the goal that made it 2-1 later in the first when a hard 
one-timer from Foligno grazed Nash on the way to the net. 

Foegele’s tap-in of his own rebound tied the score again in the second 
period. The Jackets’ first shot in the frame came at 14:24 when Foligno 
got a breakaway and connected for the 200th goal of his NHL career. 

Carolina tied it again late in the second with Pesce’s long shot through 
traffic. They got their first lead of the game when Trocheck put back a 
rebound. 

Domi’s one-timer from the right circle early in the third period knotted the 
score again. Staal and Hamilton then gave the Canes their first two-goal 
lead midway through the period. 

UP NEXT 

The same teams wrap up a back-to-back series on Monday. 

foxsportsohio.com LOADED: 02.08.2021 
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‘Biggest joke I’ve ever seen’: Blue Jackets crushed by bizarre NHL ruling 

 

By Aaron Portzline Feb 7, 2021 

 

COLUMBUS, Ohio — Of course the Blue Jackets lost this game by one 
goal. Of course the controversial second-period goal — the one that led 
to a ruling never before seen in an NHL game — ended up being the 
difference-maker. 

The Blue Jackets have found all manner of ways to lose games through 
the years — who can forget Wes Walz’s puck-in-the-pants goal or the 
Staples Center clock malfunction? — but Sunday’s 6-5 loss to the 
Carolina Hurricanes is right up there. 

“I think that’s the biggest joke I’ve ever seen,” Blue Jackets forward Patrik 
Laine said. 

Carolina’s Vincent Trocheck scored at 18:45 of the second period, 
shoveling a backhand into the net off a rebound of a Brett Pesce shot. It 
gave the Hurricanes a 4-3 lead, their first lead of the day, but the Blue 
Jackets immediately asked for a video review, believing Trocheck had 
been offside a few seconds before the goal was scored. 

This is a riskier move than it used to be because NHL referees now hand 
out delay-of-game penalties to coaches who ask for a review that does 
not result in an overturned call. But this looked clear to the Blue Jackets, 
and it was obviously a crucial goal in the game. 

The replay went quickly, but it didn’t go the way the Blue Jackets had 
hoped. It was ruled a good goal, giving Carolina a 4-3 lead and putting 
the Jackets on a penalty kill. They survived the final 1:15 of the period 
and headed off to the dressing room for intermission. 

That’s when things got weird. 

NHL officials Chris Rooney and Ghislain Hebert left the NHL officials 
dressing room by the Zamboni tunnel, skated across the ice and headed 
down the tunnel that leads from the Blue Jackets’ bench to the dressing 
room. 

A few minutes later, Rooney and Hebert emerged from the tunnel that 
leads from the visitors’ room to the visitors’ bench and skated back 
across the ice to their dressing room. 

“It was kind of surprising,” Blue Jackets defenseman David Savard said. 
“We were just getting ready to (go out and) finish the kill when they came 
in. That’s a weird situation.” 

During the second intermission, apparently, the NHL continued to review 
the Hurricanes’ goal and determined that it was, in fact, offside and 
should not have counted. 

But instead of taking the goal off the board — it should have been a 3-3 
tie score — they simply removed the Blue Jackets’ remaining 45 seconds 
of penalty-kill time to start the third period. 

Here is the league’s explanation: 

“Columbus requested a coach’s challenge for off-side prior to a goal at 
18:45 of the second period. During the review, a miscommunication 
occurred between the Video Replay Booth in Columbus, the Linesmen 
and the Situation Room and play resumed before all replays could be 
reviewed to confirm the off-side. The challenge by Columbus should 
have resulted in the Carolina goal being disallowed. Subsequently, 
Columbus was assessed a delay of game penalty. After confirmation in 
the intermission that the play was off-side, the remaining 0:45 of the 
delay of game penalty issued was rescinded to begin the third period.” 

All good, right? Not really. 

For one thing, neither the NHL nor the Blue Jackets could remember a 
time when the league simply decided to wipe off the remaining time in a 
penalty that was ruled, after the fact, to be an incorrect call. There is no 
provision for doing this in the NHL rulebook. 

But the bigger issue for the Blue Jackets: Why stop there? If the wrong 
call was made, why not take the 4-3 goal off the board? 
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Also, the league declined to explain further what the “miscommunication” 
was between the Columbus video review room at press level in 
Nationwide Arena, the referees at ice level and the NHL video review 
room in Toronto. 

“I just think it’s a bad look for the NHL to not get it right,” Blue Jackets 
captain Nick Foligno said. “They have to take a penalty off the board, 
(but) it’s called a goal? It’s frustrating, but you have to move past it, too. 

“It just confuses everybody. It makes linesmen look bad, it makes the refs 
look bad, it’s just a bad look. Accidents happen, but that’s why we have 
replay there, so they don’t. That’s the hard part. 

“It’s not why we lost the games. Maybe you can say it is, because we lost 
by a goal. It was a weird game.” 

Laine scored two goals, the last of which with just under a minute 
remaining to pull the Jackets to 6-5. Who knows what happens, even if 
the right call is made, but they likely would have gone to overtime, 
earning at least a point. 

“Game is fast, mistakes happen,” Blue Jackets general manager Jarmo 
Kekalainen said. “But in this one, I think we missed an opportunity to 
make it right.” 

The Blue Jackets gladly would have agreed to replay the final 1:15 of 
regulation after the second intermission, then switch sides to play the 
third period. But the league allowed the goal to stand, even though it 
acknowledged it shouldn’t have. 

“Two good teams playing good hockey, a tight game,” Laine said. “It 
should have been 3-3 and not 4-3, so that’s a tough one.” 

Asked about the league making it right on the penalty kill but not the 
scoreboard, Laine turned sarcastic. 

“Well, yeah, so generous to take the 40 seconds off the clock,” he said. 
“I’ve never seen that one before, but I guess there’s always a first time.” 

Perhaps surprisingly, Blue Jackets coach John Tortorella was the cooler 
head after the game. The veteran coach with a famous temper has been 
fined at least $162,000 during his NHL coaching career. 

When asked his opinion on the ruling, Tortorella said he’d “let the league 
explain it.” When pressed further, he simply said, “I’m out.” 

Laine lets loose 

Laine had his first multi-goal game with the Blue Jackets, scoring two 
goals from essentially the same spot on the ice with his patented one-
timer. 

At 10:07 of the first period, he received a perfect setup pass from Seth 
Jones on the power play, ripping it past Carolina goaltender James 
Reimer for a 1-0 lead. 

His second was an extra-attacker goal with 57 seconds left in regulation. 
The Jackets had goaltender Joonas Korpisalo pulled for an extra skater 
when Laine scored from atop the left circle, again off a pass from Jones. 

This from a guy who is fighting his way back into game shape after 
missing nearly two weeks with an upper-body injury, his visa issues after 
a trade from Winnipeg to Columbus and his COVID-19 quarantine. 

“I’ve never had issues shooting the puck,” Laine said. “It’s just the other 
parts, playing with the puck, bringing it into the zone, the power play, 
winning my own puck battles. I feel like it was better today, but still not 
my best. But I’m sure it’s coming.” 

Laine has five goals in four games this season, including three in three 
games since he joined the Blue Jackets. 

More milestones 

Nick Foligno scored his 200th career goal (61 with Ottawa, 139 with the 
Blue Jackets) at 14:24 of the second, scoring on a blaster off the rush to 
give the Blue Jackets a 3-2 lead. 

It appeared that he scored the milestone goal earlier in the game, but his 
one-timer from the right circle at 15:34 of the first went into the net off the 
right leg of Blue Jackets center Riley Nash, who was credited with the 
goal. 

Meanwhile, Jones, who assisted on both of Laine’s goals, hit 200 points 
in his Blue Jackets career with his second helper. 

On Tuesday, Jones hit 200 assists in his career (Nashville and 
Columbus), and Blue Jackets right winger Cam Atkinson scored his 
200th goal. 

Snacks 

• The last time the Blue Jackets scored five or more goals and lost was 
Dec. 4, 2018, a 9-6 loss to Calgary at Nationwide Arena. It has happened 
only 10 times in the franchise’s history. 

• Korpisalo had just 20 stops on 26 shots but suffered an unlucky fate on 
at least two of them. The Hurricanes’ sixth goal, for instance, was lobbed 
toward the net by Dougie Hamilton and would have been an easy save 
for Korpisalo. But it glanced off the glove of Jackets defenseman David 
Savard, who tried to catch it, and bounced past Korpisalo into the net. 

• The Blue Jackets need to protect Korpisalo at all costs over the next 
few days. There’s only one other healthy goaltender in the organization, 
and he has never played a game in the NHL. Elvis Merzlikins was lost to 
an upper-body injury last week and can’t be activated until Thursday. 
Matiss Kivlenieks was recalled to take Merzlikins’ spot, but Kivlenieks 
suffered a lower-body tweak in practice on Saturday and is listed as day 
to day. As such, the Jackets have recalled goaltender Cam Johnson from 
the NHL taxi squad to serve as Korpisalo’s backup. 

• With Zach Werenski out for a couple of weeks, the Blue Jackets 
promoted Dean Kukan to the top defensive pairing with Seth Jones and 
brought Scott Harrington into the lineup for his season debut on the third 
pair with Michael Del Zotto. Harrington had an assist, a blocked shot and 
one hit in 13:29. 

• Center Jack Roslovic (two assists) played 19:08, the second-most 
minutes in a game in his 186-game NHL career. 

The Athletic LOADED: 02.08.2021 
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Max Domi’s struggles highlight Blue Jackets’ woes at ultra-important 
center spot 

 

By Aaron Portzline Feb 7, 2021 

 

COLUMBUS, Ohio — Max Domi was expected to be the Blue Jackets’ 
second-line center, but he became the default No. 1 two weeks ago 
when Pierre-Luc Dubois was sent to Winnipeg in the Patrik Laine trade. 

The Blue Jackets traded Josh Anderson to Montreal for Domi, a huge 
price to pay, certainly, but the going rate for NHL top-six centers. Except 
that Domi is barely hanging in the top six and is no longer a center, 
having been moved to the wing by a frustrated coach John Tortorella. 

The point here isn’t to single out Domi, although he does have a mere 1-
3-4 in 12 games. The point is that the Blue Jackets’ center ice position — 
at the top of the roster and from the start of the season — has been a 
mess. 

The Blue Jackets acquired Jack Roslovic in the Dubois-Laine trade, too, 
hoping he could be what many NHL scouts project — a No. 2 or 3 center 
with speed and skill — even though he played almost exclusively on the 
wing in Winnipeg. 
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Roslovic has been one of the club’s best forwards since the trade, but 
now he’s centering the top line with Laine and Cam Atkinson. Laine and 
Roslovic spent three seasons together in Winnipeg, but it’s not until they 
hit Columbus that Roslovic has had a chance to play with the big-time 
goal scorer. 

And with Domi moved to the wing, rookie Alexandre Texier has moved 
back to the middle after a one-game stint at right wing. He’s getting a 
baptism by fire as a young player adapting to life as an NHL center, and 
there have been significant growing pains, especially defensively. 

None of this is ideal for a club that entered the season with aspirations of 
a fifth straight berth in the Stanley Cup playoffs. 

Tortorella allowed on Saturday that he’s spending more time fretting over 
his forward lines than in previous seasons, and he’s obviously frustrated 
by the lack of traction gained by anything he’s tried. 

But there may be a sobering reality coming into focus: as long as the 
Blue Jackets are so unsettled at center ice, they can’t possibly settle on 
forward lines. 

“It has been a point of contention for us,” Tortorella said of his top-six 
center spots. “I would love to settle on some lines. That’s the proper thing 
to do. We’re starting to score some goals, but I’d still like to be able to 
feel good about our four-line situation, and I have not been able to do 
that. 

“A key guy is Max. Max has struggled, and I’m going to take him out of 
the middle and I think I’m going to keep him out of the middle and let him 
play on the wing. I thought we lost Texier (on Thursday) when we put him 
on wing after I thought he played pretty well at center, so we’ll see where 
it goes from there.” 

The concern isn’t just with the centers producing points and enhancing 
the play of their wingers. It’s all over the ice. 

One of the major problems the Blue Jackets have had this season is 
getting out of their own zone smoothly. It was highlighted the past two 
games against Dallas when the Jackets were hemmed in repeatedly. 

It only became a steeper hill on Saturday, when it was learned that Zach 
Werenski (lower body) will be out for up to two weeks. Dean Kukan will 
take Werenski’s spot on the top pair next to Jones, while Scott Harrington 
is expected to take Kukan’s spot on the third pair with Michael Del Zotto. 

The defensemen have relied too heavily on flipping pucks out of the 
defensive zone, and they’ve made more D-to-D passes in a month than 
Tortorella would like to see in an entire season. 

“The flipper is a really important play,” Tortorella said. “But we’re relying 
on it way too much. There are plays to be made and we’re just not seeing 
them, and when we do see them it’s just not a sharp enough pass. 

“We’re too slow. And that’s not just the D. This is what I mean with the 
cohesiveness, playing as five. We’re not getting people in position quick 
enough for our D to look up the ice and make a play. It’s a team thing 
here. The forwards have to pull their weight as far as getting themselves 
in a spot to get open so we can transition quicker up north.” 

It’s always the defensemen who look bad because they’re the ones who 
get trapped with the puck in their own zone. They’re the ones scrambling 
to get the puck out and frantically looking for an outlet when the 
temperature gets turned up, as it often did against Dallas. 

But the center is most often charged with relieving pressure on the 
defensemen by supporting the play and playing a role in the breakout. 

“A lot of (the breakout) has to do with your centermen, them being in a 
position to receive that puck or allow the D to have time and space,” said 
Blue Jackets captain Nick Foligno, who started Tuesday’s game at 
center, a one-game trial. 

“Some of the best centers I’ve played with are the guys who make that 
first pass so easily. It’s a coveted position by every team for a reason. 

When you’re strong down the center ice, your team is usually a pretty 
good team. We’re just trying to find the mix of where everyone goes.” 

If these current lines hold, Roslovic — as Laine’s center — is going to 
start squaring off against first-line players or top-checking centers from 
the opposing team, something he has not faced before in the NHL. 

Texier’s up against it, too. He has been one of the Blue Jackets’ top 
players offensively (3-4-7, plus a shootout game-winner) in terms of his 
work ethic and energy level, but there are significant defensive lapses, 
Tortorella has said. 

Also, Texier’s an awkward fit at center because he needs a linemate who 
is strong on faceoffs. Texier, like most young players, has really 
struggled on the dot, winning just 24 of 69 (34.8 percent) of faceoffs. 

“You can mask problems (on the wing) if you’re strong at center,” one 
Western Conference club executive said. “But if you’re weak down the 
middle, or inexperienced, however you want to put it … you can’t hide 
that.” 

On Sunday, Roslovic will be between Laine and Atkinson, while Texier 
will be with center Domi and Oliver Bjorkstrand. The other lines have 
Riley Nash in the middle of Foligno and Eric Robinson, and Mikko Koivu 
on the pivot with Boone Jenner and Liam Foudy. 

Yes, there are 479 million possible combinations among 12 forwards, 
and the Blue Jackets are on pace to use them all. 

Despite a 4-3 win over Dallas on Thursday, exactly zero of the lines 
survived. The Blue Jackets were sorely outplayed for long stretches in 
that game, and Tortorella knows it can’t continue. 

“We have a number of new guys in key positions,” Tortorella said. 
“They’re still trying to learn me, I’m trying to learn them. … Hopefully, we 
get this ironed out here. I’d like to feel comfortable with our lines. 

“When you win a hockey game, you grab the two points, leaving the 
building and don’t ever take them out of your pocket. But we were 
outchanced 22-8, and how porous we are defensively at that position 
(center) affects the play down low. We have some things to straighten 
out. We just lack cohesiveness. It’s 12 games in. We have to start 
climbing the ladder.” 

Tortorella seems to have reached a tipping point. On Saturday, he vowed 
to “simplify his thinking” and start making out his lineup card with the 12 
best forwards and six best defensemen. 

That seems obvious enough. But what he means is, the days of letting 
veteran players get acclimated to a new season, a new club, a new role, 
whatever, have just about expired. 

Veteran Mikhail Grigorenko is expected to be a healthy scratch on 
Sunday against Carolina, with Foudy brought back to the NHL roster 
after a two-day stay on the Blue Jackets’ taxi squad. 

“I’m going to do the best I can to play the players who deserve to be in 
the lineup based on merit,” Tortorella said. “That’s something … with a 
number of (new) players coming in here, (we’ve) let them play through it. 

“But it’s going to come down to merit, and I think that will help us simplify 
things, and that’ll help us get cohesive quicker.” 
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Stars notebook: Mattias Janmark gets first crack at his former team; 
Jamie Benn initiates Dallas’ first fight of the season 

 

By Matthew DeFranks6:53 PM on Feb 7, 2021 CST 
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Sunday was Mattias Janmark’s first game back in Dallas after he signed 
a one-year, $2.25 million contract with Chicago in the offseason. 
Janmark spent five years in Dallas, playing in 297 games. 

On Sunday, Janmark played 17:59, mostly on the Blackhawks’ top line 
with Patrick Kane. Janmark just emerged from the penalty box for 
Robertson’s game-tying goal in the third period. 

This season, Janmark has four goals and four assists in 13 games. Last 
year, he had 21 points in 62 games. 

“The last two years in Dallas, I was not playing as well as I’d hoped and 
the offensive numbers went down,” Janmark said Saturday. “But I think 
along those two years, I improved a lot of aspects to my game that I 
didn’t have before. I think now, I’ve found my offensive a little bit more. 
But I think it’s trying to combine those two together as best I can.” 

Injured forwards: Forwards Alexander Radulov and Joel Kiviranta did not 
play on Sunday as each dealt with lower-body injuries. 

Radulov did not practice Saturday and coach Rick Bowness labeled his 
injury as day-to-day. Sunday was the first game Radulov missed this 
season, and rookie Ty Dellandrea took his spot on the top line with Jamie 
Benn and Joe Pavelski. 

Kiviranta has not played since the season-opener against Nashville on 
Jan. 22, missing the last eight games. He practiced as an extra skater 
during Saturday’s practice and was deemed a game-time decision for 
Sunday’s game. 

First fight of the season: Stars captain Jamie Benn fought Blackhawks 
defenseman Nikita Zadorov during the first period Sunday afternoon, the 
first fight of the season for Dallas. 

Zadorov had previously rubbed up against Stars rookie forward Ty 
Dellandrea. 

“There’s hockey in fighting,” Benn said. “There always should be hockey 
in fighting.” 
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Stars’ Jason Robertson scores first career NHL goal with a little help from 
his rear end 

 

By Matthew DeFranks6:52 PM on Feb 7, 2021 CST 

 

Something hit Jason Robertson’s pants, and he ended up with his first 
career NHL goal. 

During the third period of the Stars’ 2-1 overtime loss to Chicago on 
Sunday afternoon, Robertson scored his first goal when a Miro 
Heiskanen shot ricocheted off Blackhawks goaltender Malcolm Subban, 
off Robertson’s butt and into the net. 

“I knew I felt something off my pants,” Robertson said. “Originally, I heard 
the Chicago player gasp or whatever, I thought I hit his goalie.” 

The goal came just after a power play, and tied the game before Alex 
DeBrincat ultimately won it for Chicago in overtime. 

Robertson is one of the Stars’ top prospects, and perhaps the 
organization’s most gifted offensive one. He led AHL affiliate Texas last 
season with 25 goals and was a prolific scorer in the Ontario Hockey 
League before that. This season, he played the first two games of the 
season against Nashville, but then was demoted to the taxi squad for the 
next five games. 

He played against Columbus on Thursday night, and then followed it up 
Sunday by playing 14:00 and registering four shots on goal. 

“Going over the film for these past couple weeks and talking to different 
people and seeing how much more time I actually have, certainly gives 
me more confidence while I have the puck knowing that I can hold on to it 
and make more plays,” Robertson said. 

Stars coach Rick Bowness: “We’re asking an awful lot from [rookies] right 
now, but that’s where we are. We want they to play. We want them to 
continue to grow. They’re a big part of the future of this team. They’re the 
present and the future.” 

Oettinger under pressure: During his first two NHL starts, Stars 
goaltender Jake Oettinger hardly felt much game pressure, as both 
games devolved into blowout wins over Detroit and Columbus. 

Sunday was different as Oettinger had to keep the Stars afloat in the first 
period and then get the team to overtime with a strong third period. The 
experience is valuable for a goalie that had previously only come in for 
mop-up duty or was given big cushions early by his team. 

“Games are all different types and this one obviously was a little bit 
different, but I thought the guys did a really good job battling back and 
getting a point,” Oettinger said. 

OT combos: Bowness started overtime by icing forwards Jason 
Dickinson and Radek Faksa, plus defenseman Miro Heiskanen. Chicago 
started David Kampf, Patrick Kane and Duncan Keith. 

Bowness said the decision to go with Faksa-Dickinson-Heiskanen was 
primarily matchup based, and acknowledged Dickinson’s game-winner in 
overtime against Detroit on Jan. 28. Dickinson was on the ice for 
DeBrincat’s game-winning goal. 
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Jake Oettinger’s stellar goaltending wasn’t enough for Stars in OT loss to 
Blackhawks 

 

By Matthew DeFranks6:30 PM on Feb 7, 2021 CST 

 

For the Stars, Sunday’s 2-1 overtime loss to the Blackhawks was all 
about goaltending. 

The goaltending unavailable to them with Anton Khudobin scratched for 
disciplinary reasons. The stellar goaltending they received from rookie 
Jake Oettinger, who turned in the best performance of his young career. 
And the equally stalwart goaltending they faced on the other end of the 
rink, as Malcolm Subban kept the Stars at bay. 

The overtime loss kicked off a season-long eight-game homestand at 
American Airlines Center, and Alex DeBrincat dropped the Stars to 5-2-2 
on the season when he scored his second goal of the game 2:56 into 
overtime. Jason Robertson scored his first career NHL goal Sunday 
when a puck bounced off his butt and across the goal line. 

It was the Stars’ fourth loss in five games, though one was in a shootout 
and Sunday’s in overtime. The result left coach Rick Bowness feeling like 
the Stars were leaving points on the board — including last week’s 
shootout loss in Carolina and Thursday’s loss in Columbus. 

“I don’t like waking up in the morning and us being not in a playoff 
position — at all,” Bowness said. “Regardless, the games in hand mean 
absolutely nothing if you don’t win them. We left a point on the board 
today in my opinion, and we’ve got to get it back on Tuesday night.” 

Oettinger did his best to earn the full two points. 
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He made a career-high 33 saves, including 11 in a busy first period that 
kept his team in the game. He stopped DeBrincat on a chance early and 
Brandon Hagel on a partial breakaway. 

Oettinger, a 2017 first-round pick, was also instrumental in the third 
period parrying a Chicago team that carried play and giving the Stars a 
chance to win in overtime. He made a key save on Patrick Kane midway 
through the final frame. 

“He was aggressive when he had to be,” Bowness said. “His reads of the 
play were really good. I thought that was Jake’s best game. It’s 
unfortunate we didn’t get one more goal for him, but he played very, very 
well. He did a great job for us today.” 

Captain Jamie Benn said, “I thought Oetts played a pretty damn good 
game.” 

Of course, Oettinger was starting Sunday only because Khudobin was 
scratched. On Saturday, Bowness said the team was dealing with an 
internal issue with the veteran and did not say when he would return to 
action. 

Subban, meanwhile, stopped 30 of 31 shots on goal and received the 
help of two posts (Benn and Justin Dowling) and a crossbar (Miro 
Heiskanen). He also got over to deny Denis Gurianov twice on one-
timers, once on the rush and once from his customary spot in the right 
circle. 

“He’s a good goalie, made some good saves,” Benn said. “I don’t think 
we made life hard enough on him.” 

The two teams were fairly evenly matched, which meant the difference 
came in overtime, when Kane fed DeBrincat for a skilled redirection 
toward the far side. DeBrincat skated past Jason Dickinson in the slot for 
his second goal of the game on a game-high seven shots. 

After the game, Oettinger said he would like to have that goal back, but 
it’s a tall ask for a rookie goalie to honor Kane’s shot on the left wing and 
make the save on DeBrincat’s perfectly placed chip. 

“Kane obviously demands so much attention on the ice that it’s hard to 
pick up guys when he has the puck on his stick, especially in our end,” 
Oettinger said. “I think that’s where I’m going to continue to get better 
and continue to learn, scanning the ice and knowing who’s out there and 
the threats and whatnot.” 

Oettinger’s showing is another good sign for the Stars, without Ben 
Bishop until mid to late March. They’ll need him to play plenty of games 
as part of the duo with Khudobin. And they’ll certainly take more games 
like Sunday from the 22-year-old. 

Sekera back in town: Stars defenseman Andrej Sekera returned to Dallas 
on Saturday after spending a week in Raleigh as part of the NHL’s 
COVID-19 protocol. Sunday was the fourth straight game Sekera missed 
while he was in North Carolina as the Stars went to Columbus and then 
Dallas. 

To remain in accordance with the league’s policy, Sekera took a private 
plane to Dallas. The other option was having him drive the 1,200 miles. 

Joel Hanley filled in on the third pairing with Mark Pysyk, and still might 
some upcoming games. The Stars gave forward Blake Comeau three 
days of practice before playing a game when he returned from COVID-19 
protocol. 

Glass behind the benches: AAC still had glass behind the benches 
Sunday afternoon after the NHL announced Thursday that glass behind 
the benches would be removed to improve air flow as the league 
combats COVID-19. 

Once the glass is removed, “the seating area in the section[s] behind the 
benches on the lower level may not be occupied by anyone,” the league 
said. According to a Stars spokesperson, the arena will be compliant for 
Tuesday’s game against Chicago. 

As one of the few teams in the NHL allowing fans at home games, the 
Stars were given time to figure out the logistics behind ticketing and seat 
relocation. The Panthers have been given a similar exemption during 
their current home stand. 
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With the Stars’ goaltending in the spotlight, Jake Oettinger steals the 
show 

 

By Saad Yousuf Feb 7, 2021 

 

Goaltending has been the talk of the town around the Stars this 
weekend, but Sunday’s conversation took a positive turn. After Anton 
Khudobin was held out because of an “internal issue,” rookie Jake 
Oettinger got the start and turned in some of the best work of his young 
career. 

“Jake was very, very good,” coach Rick Bowness said. “(He) made a lot 
of big saves, very composed back in the net. He was aggressive when 
he had to be. His reads of the play were really good. I thought that was 
Jake’s best game.” 

It’s unknown whether Oettinger was going to be between the pipes 
Sunday regardless of Khudobin’s disciplinary situation. Khudobin had an 
uncharacteristically rough game on Thursday in Columbus. With two 
days in between and returning to the confines of the American Airlines 
Center, the Stars might have given the 34-year-old Russian goaltender a 
chance to get on track. Any possibility of that went down the drain 
Saturday afternoon when Bowness said Khudobin would be a scratch for 
disciplinary reasons, ensuring it was Oettinger’s game on Sunday. 

“You never know when you’re going to get the call,” Oettinger said. “Just 
happy to get the start. Just have to be ready at all times.” 

The 22-year-old had his moments in his three appearances before 
Sunday, but they were mostly in low-pressure situations. In both of his 
starts, the Dallas offense provided him a 2-0 cushion before finishing with 
seven and six goals, respectively. His third game was mop-up duty in a 
lopsided loss. Oettinger had some good saves in those games but also 
gave up a few goals you expect to see slip past a rookie goaltender. In 
those situations, the most important thing for Oettinger was to not let the 
adversity turn into a collapse, which he didn’t. 

On Sunday, the stakes were much higher. Dallas came out very sluggish 
as Chicago took seven of the game’s first eight shots on goal. The 
Blackhawks were getting pressure on Oettinger and this time, his task 
was to keep them from even getting started. 

“When you’re a goalie, you’re going to be exposed to every situation 
known,” Bowness said. “You’re going to fall behind early, you’re going to 
get an early lead, you’re going to have these tight games where there’s 
not much going on for either team. You’re going to have a little bit of 
everything and again, it’s all a part of his growth.” 

Oettinger was able to keep the scoreboard clean until the second period. 
Alex DeBrincat scored on a beautifully executed power play on which 
there wasn’t much Oettinger could do to prevent it. He blanked the 
Blackhawks for the remainder of regulation before DeBrincat ended the 
game with an overtime goal for a 2-1 victory. 

In the grand scheme of things, the way to view Oettinger this season isn’t 
going to change much. He came in as the projected future in the crease 
and will most likely finish the season with that label. While it’s certainly 
fine to get excited, overreaction should be avoided, good or bad. 
Goaltenders tend to have eventful paths to NHL stardom. Oettinger’s 
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going to have ups and downs this season, but Sunday was a good step 
in the right direction. 

1. The Stars played with fire and got burned. The Blackhawks came into 
the game boasting the third-best power play in the NHL, trailing only 
Dallas (40 percent) and Toronto (38.5 percent). The Stars played 
Chicago well at even strength, even when the Blackhawks pushed a bit. 
But they gave a team that has been scoring on 37.8 percent of their 
power plays four chances, so it was inevitable that one or two would get 
by. Only one did, but the lack of Stars offense made it a backbreaker. 

2. That’s not to say the Stars offense was flat. Dallas came out slow, but 
that has been the case most of the season. They were able to use a first-
period power play to get the offense buzzing, but that momentum was 
halted when Andrew Cogliano was called for tripping late in the first 
period. Overall, the Stars finished with 31 shots on goal, tying a season 
high. It also wasn’t just volume shots; there were some quality looks built 
in, but like Oettinger, Blackhawks goaltender Malcolm Subban had 
himself a day. Two big missed opportunities that come to mind for the 
Stars are Denis Gurianov getting stopped and maybe the biggest, a Miro 
Heiskanen shot hitting the bar, trickling down and doing everything but 
going in the net before Connor Murphy slapped it safe. Here’s a look at 
the Gurianov chance: 

3. On Thursday, Bowness said he was happy with how the team played 
but was disappointed the Stars didn’t leave that game in Columbus with a 
point because he felt like they earned it. In a 56-game season, the Stars 
are already 16 percent of the way through their schedule. This is not just 
about looking good anymore. It’s about bottom-line results and when 
your starting goaltender allows just one goal in regulation, that needs to 
be two points every time. Bowness acknowledged the frustration with 
leaving points on the ice. 

“Yes. Yup, I do (worry about that),” Bowness said. “I don’t like waking up 
in the morning and us not being in playoff position at all. Regardless of 
the games in hand, it means absolutely nothing if you don’t win them. We 
left a point on the board today, in my opinion, and we’ve got to get it back 
on Tuesday.” 

4. When playing the Blackhawks, Stars fans are used to Patrick Kane 
being the biggest source of worry, but DeBrincat was feeling himself on 
Sunday. He put a puck in the net in the first period that was easily called 
off because of a high stick, but he responded by scoring that power-play 
goal in the second period and then finishing off the Stars in overtime. 

5. Sunday gave the Stars their first look at Mattias Janmark in a different 
uniform. Janmark played in Dallas since 2015, ending his tenure with 297 
games played for the Stars. He left in free agency this past fall to join the 
Blackhawks. The Stars presented a video tribute to Janmark in the first 
period and his former teammates responded with stick taps. Throughout 
the game, though, there seemed to be a good amount of friendly chirping 
going on between Janmark and Stars players. 

After scoring 21 points in 62 games in Dallas last season, Janmark has 
found a scoring touch in Chicago. He has eight points in 12 games this 
season but was blanked on the scoresheet Sunday. In fact, his biggest 
contribution in that regard came in favor of the Stars. 

6. The Stars scored their only goal on the power play in the third period, 
which came at the expense of a tripping penalty on Janmark. Heiskanen 
put a shot on net, where Jason Robertson was crashing. The puck 
bounced off of Robertson to give him his first NHL goal. 

“It was a weird bounce. I just went hard to the net,” Robertson said. “I 
knew I felt something off my pants. … It was pretty exciting when it 
happened. I would have loved to win the game. It’s kind of a new 
experience for me, obviously. Just looking forward to the next game and 
the next opportunity. 

7. Between Robertson’s first goal, Heiskanen’s assist and Oettinger’s 
strong outing, Sunday was an excellent showing for the Stars’ first three 
selections in the 2017 draft, which, coincidentally, was held in Chicago. 

Heiskanen has been an immediate impact player from the moment he 
stepped on the ice in Dallas. Robertson has been inconsistent, but the 
Stars view him as a significant offensive weapon for the future. Oettinger, 
obviously, has high expectations in net and has gotten off to a great start. 

8. Alexander Radulov did not practice Saturday and did not take part in 
warmups Sunday afternoon. He’s day to day with a lower-body injury. 
Khudobin was out because of disciplinary reasons and Joel Kiviranta’s 
return will wait at least one more game after he did not play Sunday. The 
Stars’ lineup looked like this: 

Jamie Benn — Joe Pavelski — Ty Dellandrea 

Jason Dickinson — Roope Hintz — Denis Gurianov 

Andrew Cogliano — Radek Faksa — Blake Comeau 

Tanner Kero — Justin Dowling — Jason Robertson 

Esa Lindell — John Klingberg 

Jamie Oleksiak — Miro Heiskanen 

Joel Hanley — Mark Pysyk 

Jake Oettinger 

The Blackhawks countered with this lineup: 

Mattias Janmark — Philipp Kurashev — Patrick Kane 

Alex DeBrincat — Dylan Strome — Dominik Kubalik 

Brandon Hagel — Carl Soderberg — Pius Suter 

Andrew Shaw — David Kampf — Matthew Highmore 

Calvin de Haan — Connor Murphy 

Duncan Keith — Ian Mitchell 

Nikita Zadorov — Nicolas Beaudin 

Malcolm Subban 

9. At the beginning of the second period, Chicago’s Nikita Zadorov got 
into it with Stars rookie Ty Dellandrea, and Jamie Benn did not 
appreciate it. He threw down for a fight and dominated Zadorov, 
connecting on a few punches. 

As entertaining as it is to watch, that’s a bad fight for the Stars. Dallas 
lost its captain and a top-line scorer while Chicago lost a third-pairing 
defenseman. However, Benn has shown that he doesn’t calculate those 
things when it comes to standing up for his teammates. The fact that he 
did that for Dellandrea says a bit about Dellandrea’s standing on the 
team and in the dressing room. 

10. The Stars are scheduled to practice at 11 a.m. Monday. After practice 
is the next time there will be an update on the absent players, namely 
Khudobin. 
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Florida Panthers’ point streak comes to a halt with regulation loss to Red 
Wings 

 

BY JORDAN MCPHERSON 

FEBRUARY 07, 2021 05:34 PM,  

 

The Florida Panthers’ point streak to start the season has come to an 
end. 
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Despite an aggressive offensive attack once again, Florida could barely 
get a shot past Detroit Red Wings goaltender Thomas Greiss in their 4-1 
loss on Sunday at the BB&T Center. 

This was Florida’s first loss in regulation this season. The Panthers are 
now 6-1-2 on the season. The Red Wings, which had lost eight 
consecutive games (two of which came in overtime), are now 3-8-2. 

“Outside of today’s game, I thought we’ve been consistent in most 
games,” Panthers coach Joel Quenneville said. “Whether we’re ahead or 
behind, we don’t change the approach. Today it seemed like we were 
chasing the game more than in the past. 

“It’s going to be a test every night.” 

The Red Wings out-shot the Panthers 38-37 over the course of the 
game. Florida’s top-line trio of Carter Verhaeghe, Aleksander Barkov and 
Anthony Duclair combined for 12 of the Panthers’ shots on goal. 

While the total shots were equal, the Panthers had more scoring 
chances. According to the advance statistics website Natural Stat Trick, 
Florida had a 25-15 edge in scoring chances on Sunday. Eleven of those 
25 for the Panthers came from Verhaeghe, Barkov and Duclair. 

But Greiss, who came into the game with a career 5-2-3 record and .923 
save percentage against Florida, held strong. The Detroit goaltender 
stopped 36 of 37 shots that came his way, including the first 27 he faced. 

“On every shot, he was there” Panthers forward Jonathan Huberdeau 
said. “He wasn’t giving up good rebounds outside of his crease. He was 
really good. We just have to come back Tuesday, be better and find the 
back of the net.” 

Quenneville added: “I thought we had a good start to the game. I didn’t 
think we had the quality or the quantity as the game went on that we 
would have liked. ... We didn’t get enough shots through, enough traffic 
to create the quality we wanted.” 

Alex Wennberg broke up the shutout when he tipped in a long shot from 
Anton Stralman with 17:51 left in regulation to make the score 2-1. It was 
Wennberg’s first goal of the season and the only goal Florida could 
muster. Greiss stopped the final nine shots while Detroit added two more 
goals to pull away. 

“Too bad we couldn’t feed off that,” Wennberg said of his goal. 

Marc Stall, Givani Smith and Robby Fabbri scored for the Red Wings 
against Chris Driedger, who stopped 33 of 36 shots he faced. Vladislav 
Namestnikov added an empty net goal with 2:42 left in regulation. 

Through five starts, Chris Driedger has a 3-1-1 record, a .936 save 
percentage and a 1.97 goals against average. 

“He had a good game,” Quenneville said. “Thought he gave us a chance, 
kept us going. Obviously we didn’t press enough at the end.” 

The Panthers and Red Wings play again at 7 p.m. Tuesday as Florida 
continues its six-game homestand. The Panthers are 2-1-0 against the 
Red Wings this season, winning the first two games of the eight-game 
regular-season series in Detroit by identical 3-2 scores. 

“We can’t bury our heads too much,” Wennberg said. “It’s a different 
schedule. We’re playing them again. That’s a great chance to get back at 
it.” 

ANOTHER FOURTH-LINE CHANGE 

The turnstile that has become the left wing spot on the Panthers’ fourth 
line continued spinning on Sunday. 

The latest player to get time at the spot: Mason Marchment. The 25-year-
old spent the game on a line with center Juho Lammikko and right wing 
Noel Acciari. 

Marchment is the fourth player to get time as the fourth line’s left wing 
through nine games, joining Ryan Lomberg (one game), Vinnie 
Hinostroza (four games) and Aleksi Heponiemi (three games). 

Through nine games, the quartet has combined for one goal: 
Heponiemi’s overtime game-winner against the Red Wings on Jan. 30 in 
his NHL debut. 

The Panthers’ three scratches on Sunday: forward Brett Connolly, 
Hinostroza and defenseman Markus Nutivaara. 

THIS AND THAT 

▪ Panthers defenseman Radko Gudas has a team-high 47 hits this 
season, including 25 over the past three games. 

▪ The Panthers only had one power play on Sunday, coming late in the 
third period when they were already down 3-1. Nine of Florida’s 29 goals 
this season — 31 percent — have come with the man advantage. 

▪ Florida’s eight-game point streak was its second-longest point streak to 
start a season in franchise history and longest since the institution of a 
shootout tiebreaker and elimination of ties in 2005-06. The Panthers 
were the only team in the NHL without a regulation loss before Sunday. 
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Lowly Red Wings cruise, hand Panthers first regulation-time loss 

 

By BILL WHITEHEAD 

ASSOCIATED PRESS |FEB 07, 2021 AT 6:02 PM 

 

SUNRISE — Givani Smith had a goal and an assist as Detroit Red 
Wings won for the first time in nine games, beating the Florida Panthers 
4-1 on Sunday. 

Marc Staal scored for the first time with Detroit, Robby Fabbri and 
Vladislav Namestnikov added goals and Troy Stecher had two assists. 
Goaltender Thomas Greiss stopped 36 shots. 

Alex Wennberg scored for the Panthers. Florida (6-1-2) became the last 
NHL team to lose in regulation. 

Acquired from the New York Rangers in a trade last September after a 
13-year career, Staal put Detroit up 1-0 at 2:58 of the second period with 
his backhander in close. Sam Gagner notched his first assist with the 
Red Wings on the goal. 

Bobby Ryan’s steal near goaltender Chris Driedger set up Smith’s score 
at 17:02 for a 2-0 lead. 

Trailing to begin the third period for the first time this season, the 
Panthers got within a goal at 2:09 when Wennberg scored his first for 
Florida on a deflection. 

Fabbri’s second goal at 9:11 regained Detroit’s two-goal lead. 

FLORIDA FIRST 

Newcomer Mason Marchment was recalled from the taxi squad and 
made his debut for the Panthers by registering 7:56 of ice time and being 
minus-1. 

After getting into four games for the Toronto Maple Leafs last season, 
Marchment played left wing on the fourth line with right wing Noel Acciari 
and center Juho Lammikko. 

BIG HITS 

The aggressive play was intense over the first 20 minutes, and Florida’s 
Radko Gudas delivered the biggest on Luke Glendening, who stayed 
down on the ice for a couple of minutes along the side boards. 
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The training staff assisted Glendening off the ice and into the dressing 
room after the hard contact, and the forward didn’t return. 

ON THE MEND 

Red Wings forward Tyler Bertuzzi was injured when Florida visited 
Detroit last week and is expected to miss a few more games. 

The left wing suffered an upper-body injury when the teams met last 
Saturday and didn’t play the next day’s contest. Sunday marked his 
fourth straight game out of the club’s lineup. 

NUMBERS GAME 

The Panthers drew 3,706 fans for the Super Bowl Sunday matinee 
contest. 

UP NEXT 

The two clubs conclude their two-game series on Tuesday. 
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